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8:30 a.m.

Biblical Meditation:

H.

Wilbert Norton, CAMEO

World Vision: Evangelicals Abroad since 1945
David J. Michell, Overseas Missionary Fellowship

9:00 a.m.

Chair:

Born Again Taiwan:
Evangelical and Pentecostal Communities in
the Republic of China, 1949-1985
Murray Rubinstein, Baruch College, City University of New York

Rebels with a Cause:
Origins of the Evangelical Revolution in
Latin America; Everett A. Wilson, Bethany Bible College

American Catholic Mission to Latin America
Edward L. Cleary, O.P., Josephinum School of Theology

/f

il-

1°

M
.

i-Af'f

:

Comment:
Charles

^

Escobar, Eastern Baptist Theological
Saunders, Asia Evangelical Mission, USA

Samuel
H.

Seminary;

u.

12:00 noon

Lunch

1:30 p.m.

Global Evangelicalism:
World Mission; Chair:
Study Center

Third World Theology and the Church's
Gerald H. Anderson, Overseas Ministries

Evangelical Mission Perspectives from Latin America
C. Ren£ Padilla, Latin American Theological Fraternity

Leadership Training, A Top Priority in Asia
Bong Rin Ro, Asia Theological Association
The Right to Difference:
The Common Roots of African Theology
and African Philosophy; Tite Tienou, Alliance School of Theology

Comment:

4:00 p.m.

Sidney H. Rooy, Reformed Church of Argentina

Meeting Closes
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(Independent Study Paper)

STEPHEN NEILL ON COLONIALISM AND CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
Of the considerable number of scholars who have studied
the connection between colonialism and Christian missions

Stephen Neill is widely acclaimed as the leading scholar on
this subject.

This paper examines his views on this subject,

since, on the whole, his is representative of current views.
The paper does not attempt to cover all the issues involved in

this debate.

Rather, in a modest way, it seeks to understand

certain other related questions which are often ignored in
discourses on colonialism and Christian missions.

Though

references are made to other sources, the focus is on what
Neill has said about the subject,
1.

BACKGROUND

Before we delve into Neill's understanding of this subject,
it

is

necessary to have an overview of his life and work.

Born

in Britain, Stephen Neill spent twenty years in South India,

where he eventually became Bishop of Tinnevelly.

In 1944 he

returned to Europe because of ill health and subsequently
became Professor of Missions and Ecumenical Theology in the

University of Hamburg (1962-9) and then Professor of Fhiloso*

»

phy and Religious Studies at the new University of Nairobi,
Kenya, a post which he held until 1973*
In 1979» Neill became an Assistant Bishop in the Diocese of

Oxfordshire.

He worked in several capacities for the Church

.

2

of England and served in several capacities and committees
of the World Council of Churches.

Neill wrote over forty books in the course of a long

literary career.

These works include Towards Church Union

Christian Faith Today

Colonialism and Christian Missions

,

A History of Christian Missions

.

.

.

and

Professor Neill died in 1984

and, at the time of his death, the second volume of his projec-

ted three-volume history of Christianity in India was in the

press
2.

NEILL’S STUDY OF COLONIALISM AND MISSIONS

Neill came to the subject of colonialism and Christian

mission via his apologetic interest in Christianity.

After some

years of searching, without success, for a book that gave a general survey of the whole problem and brought together material

from various areas and over a considerable period of time, Neill

decided to fill the void by writing something on the subject.

Although Neill's views are expressed in many of his works, his
most explicit position on the subject is found in his Colonialism
and Christian Missions

.

Neill was most interested in the connec-

tion between the two forces.

Hence, his primary preoccupation

in the study was to ensure that each force received a fair

treatment of its presuppositions, beliefs, and method of operation
in foreign territories.

Accordingly, the two forces are put side

by side in every section of the study.

assets and liabilities of each force.

Neill looked for the
He gave each force a care-

3

ful attention.

His may be called the "balance sheet" approach,

for he allowed each side, each asset and liability to balance

each other.

Although Neill provides us, at the beginning of the study,
with an etymology of the term "colonialism" as well as how the
Greeks and the Romans understood the term, his focus is actually
on modern Western European understand ing of the term vis-a-vis

the rest of the world.

Even here, it seems that Neill was out

to counter those views held by some Africans and others that,

among other things, one cannot truly justify the colonial tie
which missionaries had with the colonial officials.

I

say this

because one-third of the study is devoted to Africa and, in a

painstaking manner, Neill seems to have had these critics in
mind
Yet, this concentration on Africa appears not out of

place.

For, although Asia and Latin America were equally colo-

nized by the West, Africa was most brutalized.

That continent

bore the brunt of the slave-labor that fueled the cotton-

economy in the New World.

Worse still, it received no recogni-

tion for its contribution to Western expansion.

Instead,

it

was looked down upon and considered a weakling, incapable of

coming of age.
In case one is tempted to thank that colonialism and mission

came out of nowhere, Neill reminds his readers that both are

historical phenomena.

Hence, before he came to his views,

Neill examined how these forces arose.

.
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There came a time, says he, shortly after the capture of

Constantinople by the Turks in 1453, when Europe realized that
her civilization was at the brink of economic and spiritual
disaster.
dom.

For centuries the Muslims were a menace to Christen-

Now, with the fall of Constant inople

,

the last hope of

many a European Christian, the Crescent was about to do what it
could not achieve at the battle field*

(trade-route) to India.

blockade of the life line

Dependent on eastern spices "to disguise

in some measure the unpleasant flavour of what without them would

have been almost uneatable," Europe's main quest was for a trade-

route around, not through the Crescent.

This was a need

,

not a want.

Europe had to find a way to

maintain its trade relations with the East or face the Muslim
blackmail.

Europe’s choice was limited.

the failures of the Crusades.

War w a s ruled out by

The choice was between the tradi-

tional land-route through the Muslim enclave to India or an

entirely new route through unexplored, enigmatic seas and oceans.
In Neill’s own words:

Western Europe was ringed round as never before, and dependent on the shifting caprices and favours of the Muslim
lords of the trade-routes.
Christians became almost
obsessed with the thought of a free way to the East behind
the backs of the Muslims; the progress of discovery was
no romantic search in quest of adventure
it was almost
a matter of life and death ^emphasis addedj” 1966 35)
;

(

A top priority, then,

r

for European explorers remained the dis-

covery of the sea-route to India.

Consequently, when Columbus

discovered America, he believed to the end of his life to have

discovered the dream of a generation of Europeans:

India.

5

However, since our concern

is

not with the details of that

discovery, the point to note is the fact that the Europe which

emerged from the medieval period was no less medieval in thought
and action.

All history was Church history.

Despite a few "infi-

dels" here and there, the Church was effectively present in every

aspect of life.

Emperors and kin^s still ruled by the invocation
The papacy was still exercising its veto

of the "divine right."

power over emperors and kings it did not like.

Emperors and kings

also stopped at nothing to meddle in so-called church affairs.
The memory of the Crusades was still fresh in the minds of both
the leaders and the led.

The ideas of conquest and of conversion lay side by side
in the consciousness of the Christians of the western
world. Trade, and the hopes of fame and wealth, were
without doubt the dominant motives. But there is no reason to doubt the sincerity of those who supposed that the
addition of so many lands to the Christian world was an
enterprise which could count on the divine blessing, and
that nothing could be more beneficial to the inhabitants
of those dark lands than their admission to the Christian
Anyone might go out on a voyage and discover
Church.
some unknown island.
At once, according to medieval ideas,
arose the question whether he might claim sovereignty and
therefore the right to subject the inhabitants of this
island to his power 1966 39 ).
(

*

The answer to that question of sovereignty provided the

theoretical foundation for the European incursion into Africa
and other lands.

It was answered by the Roman pontiff in

1455 by a Bull, Romanus Pontifex

,

which gave the King of Por-

tugal full sovereignty over the possessions of Portugal overseas,

present and yet to be won.

The Bull explicitly gave to the

state of Portugal the right of erecting churches, monasteries
and other religious institutions.

Also, it directed Portugal
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to send to these lands members of the clergy and of the reli-

gious Orders.

This Bull was the curtain raiser.

Others soon

followed not only to Portugal again but also to Spain as well.
At this point of history the Popes considered themselves
as the vicar of Christ and as the sole authority over all the

world.

Bulls were the instruments through

which these vicars

of Christ disposed of a part of their sovereignty to Christian

kings in Europe.

The Christian king himself, equally, had no

doubt of the full sovereignty of the Pope, and of his inalienable right to commission any king to exercise that sovereignty
in his name.

Further, it was taken as a given that once the

Pope has given the king a certain realm, the latter and no one
else had the legitimate authority over that realm.
cant

is the fact that the

More signifi-

inhabitants of that realm were thought

of as subjects of the commissioned monarch.

As Neill explained:

This is no mere personal arrogance. These ideas are deeply
rooted in certain leading principles of medieval philosophy;
these, in their turn, rest on a particular interpretation
of the biblical texts themselves.
The task of the Christian
king is, first, to destroy the opposing dominion, which,
since the Pope's condemnation of it, is a usurping dominion;
then to convert those who will be converted; to subdue those
who will not accept the faith there is to be no equality
or freedom of religion, but no extermination of the unbelievers who may continue to exist as serfs or slaves and,
finally, to rule in righteousness in the name of the Lord
1966 33 - 34 ).

—

—

(

:

This, then, informed the European incursion into Africa.

Whether they went in there as statesmen or missionaries did not
invalidate this fact that they shared a common heritage, a common

belief system, a common value system and a common cultural
accretion.

In Neill's words, the Bulls raised the curtain up

7

"for the next act in the encounter between the European nations
and the rest of the world" (1966:3^).
A.

PREFACE TO WESTERN COLONIALISM IN AFRICA

Neill began his discussion of the African experience

colonialism with a background:

slavery in the continent.

with
He

agreed with most liberal interpreters of the African history
that the European colonization of Africa was triggered by a

humanitarian consideration.

Neill saw no difference between the

missionary and the colonial administrator in this aspect of
motivation.

Both the missionary and the colonial administrator

were most concerned with rescuing Africa from the shackle of
slave trade.

Neill said that this propensity for an altruistic

venture in Africa was particularly true of the British government
and the missionaries from that country.

The British, he reminded

his audience, were the first to spearhead the Abolition movement.

Neill cited the work of David Livingstone, a pioneer missio-

nary to East Africa, whose report to the Senate House in Cambridge
in 1857 aroused the conscience of some English Christians.

Living-

stone was joined by other emancipators, notably Thomas Buxton

who authored The African Slave Trade and its Remedy

.

Together

they suggested that the panacea to slave trade was "legitimate"
commerce and Christianity.

Convert the African to the Christian

religion; teach him to grow cotton, and to pay Britain for the

things they need and want in raw cotton and not in human beings;

substitute mechanical transport for porterage, and slaves will
no longer be needed to carry ivory and other articles of commerce

8

from the hinterland to the coast (1966*27 7).
This, in a nutshell, was how the incursion was rationalized.
In Britain it informed both missionary and governmental activi-

ties in Africa for about a century.

Among other European nations,

notably France, Portugal and Belgium which had more to lose than
gain from anti-slave trade regulation, the belief never became

accepted until after the General Act of the Brussels Conference.
That Act, which was signed in July 1890, aimed at stamping out
the nefarious trade by the improvement of administration and of

increased policing of the hinterland

— the

heartland of the

human traffic.
Unfortunately, Neill observed, the Act never achieved its
purpose.

Slave trade continued as usual.

nued to take its toll.

Tribal warfare conti-

And many missionaries in the field felt

that "only the coming of a European power could give them that

peace and continuity of opportunity" to evangelize and establish
a new social order as they knew how.

Not surprisingly

,

each

missionary group believed that its own country was better qualified for the work of colonial government and pacification.

So

each missionary group brought pressure to bear on their home

governments to take over running African societies full-time
,

as absentee land-lords.

,

not

To be sure, each missionary group believe

that it was doing a patroitic duty.

Some may have had qualms

about inviting their home government; others did not show such
signs.

But it is evident most did not think through the implica-

tions.

All they were concerned about was some government to fill

the power vacuum and give Christianity the peace it needed to grow
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B.

THE WESTERN POWERS AND THE CONTINENT OF AFRICA

The European nations which took part in the colonization

scheme included Portugal, Britain, France, Belgium, and Germany.
Yet, as Neill insisted,

it would be wrong to characterize these

nations as monolithic, acting in unity and sharing the spoil
equitably.

Actually, there were many factors which prevented

such a unison.

The first reason is, of course, the fact that

some of these nations came to the colonial market late.
is that what is called "national interest"

Another

proved to be much

more powerful than the Christian religion with which all shared

either as Roman Catholics--Portugal
tants

— Britain

,

Belgium, France--or Protes-

and Germany.

Portugal was the first European nation in Africa, south of
the Sahara.

Their colonization effort dates back to the 15th

century when they came in contact with a powerful kingdom of
the Congo.

Christianity was planted in that kingdom and it

grew until it withered away shortly afterwards due to a strigent

monogamy doctrine.

But by the l600s Portugal was in Angola for

strictly business concerns.
now called Brazil.

Angola was depopulated to what is

"What the Caribbean and the Southern States

of North America were to the Guinea Coast, that Brazil was to

Angola

— an

ever-open maw into which countless human beings

disappeared, and from which none ever came back" (1966:288).

Christianity was re-established in the 19th century.
it had to fight for its existence while,

This time

at the same time,

trying to disprove the tenets of color bar.

Britain may be dubbed at once as the reluctant colonizer
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and as the confused moralist.

Reluctant colonizer, because

publicly it felt uncontrollable factors forced it to scramble
Confused moralist, because

for a piece of the ’’African pie."

it confused individual morality with national morality.

Of

all the other European nations Britain was the one that repeatedYet, beneath the surface,

ly put morality at the forefront.

it

was hard at work laying the ground work for controlling dozens
of territories.

As the dominant military and economic power

throughout the nineteenth century, Britain supplied most

missionaries to Africa.

It supported the expansion of Christiani-

ty in many of its territories and was the architect of the Bible
and the Plough missionary strategy.

But Britain was not spared the scar that tainted other

European nations actively engaged in the colonial adventure.
The showdown between African and European Christians concerning
the devolution of power from mission to church actually began in
its territories.

The pride of the Anglo-Saxon as the brain behind

the Industrial Revolution was not left behind in Britain.

It was

carried to Africa by most colonial officers and missionaries.
Right conduct was Pax Britannica

born and bred Victorian.

*

s

.

A good gentleman had to be

A Briton in Africa was more British than

he would be on the street of London.

Concerning France, Neill argued that one unifying factor
played a crucial role

— "dislike

of England, resentment at British

success in the colonial field, desire to thwart further

English advance, and wherever possible, to do something bigger
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and better than Britain was already doing" (1966*337).

Neill

cited a number of Anglo-Frence confrontations which made French

governments constantly suspicious of British moves.

These

include the British replacement of the French as the sole autho-

rity in Egypt after the battle of Tel-el-Kebir

.

The French, Neill

believed, were in Africa to replace all their lost territories
in North America and the Southern Seas.

Hence, unlike Britain,

the French were more systematic colonizers.

"Almost every

Frenchman," says Neill, "is convinced that his country has a

civilizing mission to carry out for the benefit of mankind."
Further, "in his simple trust in the excellence of his own civi-

lization and its value as an article for export, he is equalled
only by the Chinese."

French King Charles X is reported as

conveying the views of his people when he told the British
Ambassador, "As far as conquering Algiers was concerned,

I

considered only the dignity of France} as regards the question
of keeping it or letting it go,

interests" (1966*3^0).
centric.

I

shall consult nothing but its

French missionaries were no less ethno-

Cardinal Lavigerie,

a

famous French churchman with

connections to the French missionary establishment is quoted as

equating missionary work with French patroitism.
The story of Belgian colonialism in Africa is the story
of Belgian King Leopold 11.

For that tiny country never nursed

imperialistic desires until after its monarch, Leopold, transferred his personal interests in the Congo to the state of
Belgium.

Neill distinguished three stages in the development of

"
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First, Leopold started by forming

Leopold's colonial plans.
an international Comite

d

'Etudes du Haut-Congo

.

Its aim was

to explore trading and commercial prospects in the Congo region.

But the Comite did not last long? it dissolved as quickly as it

was formed.

This left Leopold alone to carry out his imperial

design.

The next stage was the formation of the Association Inter -

nationale du Congo in 1882.

This association was, in fact,

neither international nor an association; "it was in reality

nothing more than a name to cover the activities of Leopold
himself.

Meanwhile, luck was on the side of Leopold.

For just as he

was ready to launch a propaganda offensive to gain the attention
of the powers that mattered, Britain and France were, again, at

loggerheads.

At the same time, Germany was just about ready to

enter the colonial market.

Desiring to see that Germany had an

African colony of its own, Bismarck, the then reigning Fuhrer,
demanded an international conference to settle the destiny of
those regions of Africa still unclaimed by the European powers.

The Conference met in Berlin in November, 1884.

It gave recog-

nition to whatever each European nation claimed but failed to
resolve the Congo question, whether it belonged to Leopold or
>

to as many nations as could stake a claim.

How little the powers cared, they showed by recognizing
the legal personality of the Congo Free State.
It was
Leopold's year for a miracle. The lions agreed to toss
him the lion's share of the Congo basin, while contenting
themselves with the scraps.
Ferry took for France a much
more modest sphere; the region around Brazzaville on the
north bank was to be the Gabon's hinterland.
For the rest

13

the Congo river was placed under an international regime,
and its conventional basin, covering most of Central Africa,
became a free trade area (1966:363).

This was good news to Leopold.

The lions

— the

big powers--

were too preoccupied with larger portions of the spoil in Africa
to realize that they were literally handing over the Congo to

Leopold.

A state must have a head;

for this position in the

new Congo Free State there was no other candidate but Leopold.
In July 1885, the King's representative in Africa, proclaimed

Leopold 11

,

King of the Belgians, as "Sovereign of the Congo

Independent State."

From then on Leopold's imperial designs

emerged out of the shadows.
The final stage was the period of co-operation between

missionaries and the Belgian King.

"They were extremely useful

to him," Protestant, Roman Catholic, European, American, whatever.

When missionary Grenfell made seven exploratory expeditions up
the great Congo river and its tributaries he was reminded by the

King's representative, De Winton, "that the state and not the

mission had a prior claim to such information as he might acquire
on his journeys."

No missionary wanted to incur the wrath of

dictator Leopold; not even the American missionaries who loved
to distinguish themselves from the Europeans as non-imperalists

But the relationship was mutually rewarding.

Leopold wanted

all the support of public opinion as he could get, if he was to
have a free hand in Africa to practicalize his dream of a colony.

The missionaries wanted the invisible presence of coercion which

only a state could give.

So it was good public relations for

Leopold to have missionaries from Britain in particular.

For

he knew well the measure of influence a favourable report from

14

a British missionary, given the enormous power of Britain,

could exercise on British public opinion.

Similarly, missiona-

ries were employing extravagant language to express their kindness to Leopold.

They prayed that God should grant Leopold

"a rich reward in the establishment of a prosperous and wealthy

kingdom on the banks of the Congo."
However, the honeymoon did not last longer than Leopold's

strategy called for.

As soon as he realized that a headway was

made in the pacification of the natives, Leopold decided to get
rid of non-Belgian missionaries and particularly the Protestant
ones.

"Believing, as he did, that missions should exercise immense

influence in any colonial territory, he intended to have his dominions staffed by Belgian missionaries, who, more than those of

any other country, were likely to prove loyal collaborators in

what he was planning to do" (1966*3 67).
This was more easily said than done.

Little wonder, then,

that the tide turned quickly against Leopold as soon as his

secret plans became known.
became common.

Africa.

Inter- and intra-missionary rivalry

Leopold was deprived of his personal fortunes in

The Belgian state took over.

Like all colonial histories,

it was a sad history.

When everything has been said that can possibly be said on
its behalf, the Congo Independent State represents an episode in European history on which the European can look
back only with shame and horror.
Julius Richter is not
exaggerating, when he speaks of it as "this frightful chapter in colonial policies in Africa, which cries aloud to
heaven its protest against the European policy of exploitation in Africa"
(1966*376).
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The Germans were the last group of colonialists to enter
Africa.

They arrived late, when not very much remained to be

exchanged or bought in the colonial market.

As a nation just

emerging from an agricultural economy, when its chief rivals,

Britain and France, had already tested for nearly a century the
fruits of Industrial Revolution, Germany was compelled to build

colonies overseas.

The compulsion came mainly because Germany

felt that for the sake of preventing the entente which existed

between Britain and France, it had to possess colonies just like
Other reasons were economic and emigration related.

them.

Marshal von Hindenburg had argued that for a nation with expanding
commerce and a need for markets, the possession of colonies was an

absolute necessity.

Even as late as 1918 when the first world

war was on, Marshal von Hindenburg is reported to have said that
"Without colonies there can be no industry and without industry
there can be no adequate prosperity.
nies.

.

...

Therefore we must have colo-

Colonies are inseparably connected with Germany's

future, for which we must fight and conquer"

(Keith, 1919*9).

In the territories which Germany managed to claim for itself

relations with missionaries faced many trying times.

usually the bone of contention.
for their settlement.

exploitation.

Land was

The Germans took the best land

Some missionaries reacted against this

German missionaries saw their evangelization

campaign as an essential factor in "national undertakings."
Hence, it was out of order to criticize their national colonial
policy.

Yet, there were a few voices raised against the wholesale

reduction of Christianity into naked capitalism.

Gustav Warneck,
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the founder of missiology, according to Neill, did his best to

protest this reductionism.

But, on the whole, the story was not

substantially different from other nations
Africa

1

colonial adventure in

*

Here is the shadow-side of the German expansion in Africa.
If asked what colonies were for, the adherents of this group
would unhesitatingly "answer, "for us and for our benefit.
Colonies must be made to pay. The Africans must learn to
work for us, and this means that they must be kept in their
place, and not allowed to advance beyond the level appropriate
Of course they will gain in the process they will
to them.
benefit from peace, order and discipline. Health will improve,
But these are not the
and their standard of living will rise.
primary objects at which colonial administration should aim.
... We did not acquire the colonies in order to convert the
blacks, and not in the first place for their benefit, but for
Anyone who opposes us in the accomplishment of
us white men.
this purpose must just be swept out of the way" (Genischen,
1903:97).

—

3.

NEILL'S VIEWS CN COLONIALISM AND MISSIONS

We have taken a quick tour of how Western nations understood

and carried out the colonization and the Christianization of

Africa, south of the Sahara.

drew out of this?

What, then, are the conclusions Neill

And how does one assess these conclusions?

First, we present the conclusions.

Then, we will assess them from

our vantage point.

A.

NEILL'S CONCLUSIONS

Neill made a fourteen-point generalizations as follows:
1.

There have been Western Christians who have deplored colo-

nialism in all its forms, and have condemned it without measure
as being nothing but exploitation and robbery.

But these have

been in a small minority, and often have been lone voices trying
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to make themselves heard against much louder voices raised in

support of a very different point of view.
2.

Some, at the other extreme, have seen it as the vocation

of the white man to bring the whole world under his domination,

and to make available to all that culture which has been accepted unquest ioningly as culture par excellence

.

Since, for his-

torical reasons, Christianity is a major factor in western
culture, the propagation of Christianity is a natural and in-

evitable accompaniment of the expansion of the West.

Not many

missionaries have held this extreme view, and those who have
held it have on the whole expressed it in less blatant form

than that in which expression has been given to it here.
3.

The majority probably have held a view somewhere between

the two extremes.

Missionaries, like all other human beings,

are men and women of their time.

A century ago the extension

of western dominance was seen to be irresistible.
it as something undesirable

Many accepted

in itself, but were willing to make

the best of a situation they would not have freely chosen.

Others, seeing some good in occupation by a western power, were

prepared to accept it for the sake of the good, but sometimes to

turn all too blind an eye to the evil.
4.

Over the greater part of the world the missionary was on

the spot long before western ^governments began to be interested
in the territories that he had opened up.

He knew that he had

gone beyond the limits of civilized protection.

Readiness to

die at your post, either from disease or from violence,

is
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something that is expected of a soldier, and may with equal

reason be regarded as part of the equipment of the missionary
mind.
5.

It is plain from the records that the primary concern of

almost all missionaries was the well-being of the people whom

they had come to serve.
pure and unmixed.

But human motives are never entirely

All too often the missionary held that he

could judge better of the real interests of his people than
they could themselves? his objectivity was blurred by a certain

patronizing, and sometimes even contemptuous, attitude towards

men whom he could never quite persuade himself to regard as
grown up.
6.

In this situation some missionaries came to long for the

occupation of territory by a western power as the only means by

which whole peoples could be rescued from extermination.

This

was the argument that weighed with many missionaries of all con-

fessions in Africa eighty years ago, faced as they were by the

increasing ravages of the Arab slave-trade.

The collapse of the

old institutions in many of the South Sea islands threatened to

create a vacuum, which would be filled by evil spirits, unless
the perhaps less evil spirits of the western powers came in to

take control.
7*

In other cases, we have>seen the missionaries holding off

colonial control as long as they possibly could, and in certain
cases with permanent success.

The Anglican missionaries in

New Zealand were the strongest opponents of imperial expansion,
and yielded only when it seemed apparent that, if the British
did not come in, the French would do so.
is today an independent and

If Basutoland in Africa

self-governing country, that is larere-
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ly due to the labours of the great French and Swiss missionaries,

who held the Boers at a distance, and kept alive the soul of a
people under the shelter of a British protectorate which genuinely gave protection,
8.

Some missionaries have left the service of the mission

in order to

enter the service of their country as administrators?

but only on condition that the missionary purpose of his explora-

tions was kept well to the fore,

A much larger number,

however,

have so enthusiastically entered into the plans of their own

country in its colonial domains--in the spirit of Cardinal

Lavigerie's famous remark, Nous travaillons aussi pour la France
--as to appear before the eyes of believers and non-believers

alike more in character of agents of a government than as messengers of the Gospel,
9.

The majority have shown themselves willing to cooperate

with any government which showed itself capable of maintaining
order and of upholding at least some elementary principles of
justice.

There has been no country in the world in which all

the missionaries have been of the same race as the conquering

and controlling power.

In India there were in 19^7 more American

than British missionaries.

Most governments extended genuine

and even-handed tolerance to all; the missionaries responded by

recognizing the goodwill of the governments towards such nation-

building activities as education and medical aid, and by fitting
their plans to those of the governments.
10.

But all missionaries have reserved their right to obey

a higher Power,

Timidity, prudence and calculation have indeed

caused many to keep silent when they ought to have spoken, and

to connive at abuses which they ought to have had the courage
to rebuke.

On the other hand, nothing in the world

than to know when and how to speak.

is

harder

A word spoken too soon may

lose half its effectiveness; a protest made on the basis of in-

adequate information is likely to do more harm than good.

Prom

the days of Las Casas in New Spain to the days of the Anglican

bishops in East Africa at the time of the forced labor ordinances, there has been a memorable succession of missionaries who

were not afraid to fight their own governments, and to jeopardize
their own comfort and reputation for the sake of what they understood to be justice to those for whom they could speak and who
could not speak for themselves.
11.

It has always been the aim of the missionary to present

to the non-Christian the pure doctrine of Jesus Christ without

merely local or cultural adulteration.
proved impracticable.

But this has, in fact,

We are all conditioned by our background

and traditions, by our forms of speech, by inherited values which
have little relationship to the Christian Gospel--and we are not
all taken out of the same kind of earth.

It was as natural to

the English missionaries in the Congo to drink afternoon tea as
it was for the Belgians to regard this as a very odd habit.

The

majority of Roman Catholics saw no harm in taking a glass of wine.
It was natural for the representatives of each western nation to

regard their own culture as superior to that of other western
nations; it was natural for the representatives of all the

western nations to regard western culture as superior to that
of the countries in which they carried on their missionary work,
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and to regard as Christian many things which are only remotely,
if at all, related to the Gospel.

In comparatively few areas

have missionaries deliberately tried to westernize their convertsi

but converts are imitative, and have always been inclined to make
the same mistake as their western friends,

imagining that things

which are merely western trappings ought to be accepted by the
new Christian as evidences of the sincerity of his faith.
12.

The other side of this tendency to value highly the

traditions of the West has been the tendency at the same time
to undervalue the existing traditions in the non-Christian

countries.

Most missionaries have had to do with simple peoples,

and with the poorer classes in the countries which have a great

and civilized tradition of their own.

Few have had either the

ability or the leisure to enter deeply into the world of an alien
culture.

Even in countries like India and China, the missionary

was constantly brought into contact with the less attractive

aspects of these great Asian cultures, and tended to judge the
whole in the light of the part with which he had become familiar.
The converts, many of whom had had little share in the glories
of the past, tended to react violently against their own tradi-

tions, and to wish to detach themselves as completely as possible

from a world which they had now come to regard as a world of

darkness.

Even when a ghetto-existence for the Younger Churches

had not been planned, the convergence of a number of forces

tended to separate the Christian from the surrounding world, and
thus automatically to increase the dominance of the missionary

within the small groups which he or his predecessors had been
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able to call into being.
13.

In consequence of this isolation from the main currents

of national life, both missionaries and indigenous Christians

tended to be suspicious of political movements which claimed
the name of "national."

For the converts the help and protect

tion of the missionaries had meant a new life of freedom such
as they had never dreamed of before

j

this new freedom appeared

to be guaranteed by the presence of the colonial power, and to
be dependent on its continued existence.

Insofar as national

movements tended to identify themselves with one or other of the
great non-Christian religions, Christians were naturally anxious,
and wondered whether in an independent state freedom of belief,

worship and action, such as they had enjoyed under the colonial
powers, would be safeguarded.
14.

A by-product of this timidity was the tendency of

missionaries in all countries to hold on far too long in positions of control.

There is reason to think that the "imperial-

istic" spirit, a belief in the innate superiority of the white

man, became stronger in the second half of the nineteenth century

than it had previously been? with the consequence that, just
at the time when the missionaries ought to have been setting

themselves sedulously to prepare the way for fully independent

Younger Churches, they were in fact strengthening their own control.

One or two ill-prepared and ill-managed experiments in

putting authority into the hands of those who had not been ade-

quately prepared for its exercise, and the resulting disorders
in the Church, confirmed many observers in their opinion that.
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though independent self-governing Churches must be the goal
of all missionary endeavour, that goal lay very far below the

immediate horizon.
B.

AN ASSESSMENT OF NEILL’S CONCLUSIONS

We have now come to the end of Neill's views on the

subject, and are at the point at which it is reasonable to

present our own reaction to these views.
It has become increasingly evident, as the study has

proceeded, that this is a subject that defies objectivity in
the true sense of the word.

Whether one begins to analyze the

cross-fertilization between colonialism and Christian missions
from an "outsider’s perspective" or from an "insider's angle,"
the conclusions reached always include assets and liabilities
or pluses and minuses.

In any case, most, if not all, students

of this subject are themselves either from the West or from the

lands colonized by the West.

Thus, there is a certain inherent

bias either "for" or "against" how colonialism and Christian

missions became birds of the same feather.
As a rule, Westerners including Neill tend to describe

the "marriage" as basically benevolent.

Further, it is fre-

quently seen as an altruistic adventure masterminded and executed by the West on behalf of Africans, for example.

Westerners are no less moralistic in their judgement.

And nonThey

tend to think that the expansion of Christianity into their

homelands was a positive thing, but are opposed to the colonia-
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lism which accompanied or followed that Christianization enterprise.

Thus, whether they are cast in liherat ionist language

or other-wise, all schools combine appreciation and reserve in

their conclusions.

Appreciation, because Christianity, as a

And reserve,

religion, was introduced to non-Christian peoples.

because the jury is still out on the colonial aspect of the
enterprise.

Neill's falls under this category or method of understanding the subject under study.

For,

like many others, he outlined

both the positives and the negatives of the "marriage.’'

He was

careful to note the failures of the colonial system as well as
its successes.

But my own reaction to his conclusions has much

to do with one key question*

Are colonialism and Christian mi-

ssions mutual friends or soul mates in disguise?

I

pose this

question because, if one looks at the issue closely, it appears
that what is at stake is not the morality of the connection

between colonialism and Christian missions, but whether the two
can be separated.

In other words,

I

see the issue centering on

the perennial question of Christianity's relation to culture.

To beein with, it must be acknowledged that Neill hinted
at the issue in paragraphs 5» 11

»

12, and 13 of his conclusions.

But nowhere are we given a more direct discussion of the issue.

The closest he came to doing this was in paragraph 11.

There

he stated that "it has always been the aim of the missionary

to present to the non-Christian the pure doctrine of Jesus

Christ without merely local or cultural adulteration.
has,

in fact proved impracticable"

(see page 20).

But this

Neill went

on to say that even the missionary is conditioned as every other

human being

is

and that the gospel which he seeks to proclaim is

received in "earthen vessels*"
I

have no problem with this explanation.

The problem

I

have hinges on why Neill failed to acknowledge that this is a

perennial question which has dogged the Church for centuries.
Because of this failure,

I

believe, Neill joined other students

of this subject to try to defend the morality of the "marriage,"

instead of letting it be known that the "marriage" was not necess-

arily contracted in the nineteenth century.

Even a cursory

reading of mission history will show how ancient this tradition
of "marriage of convenience" is.

Beginning at the Constantinian era when Christianity became
sponsored, in part, by officialdom, Christianity has always taken
for granted the arm of the state for its protection and expansion.

This, Neill did not remind his readers.

But it is much more

difficult for me to understand why the Neill who wrote the conclusions in Colonialism and Christian Missions does not seem to be
the same Neill who wrote A History of Christian Missions .

For

in the latter book, the author took great pains to emphasize

that the Christianization of Europe did not proceed, except in
Iceland, "democratically."

Force, coercion and outright coloni-

zation were the dominant "evangelical means."
In Norway, Neill wrote that King Olaf, a Viking warrior-,
"made use of every weapon

— flattery,

guile, persuation, and,

when all elSe failed, sheer naked coercion" (1964i105).
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In Sweden, Skotkonung's "attempts to make his people Christian
His intention of destroying

met with obstinate resistance.

the famous temple at Uppsala was frustrated; the temple stood,

and its sacrifices were continued until nearly a century after
his time"

(1964*108).

Similarly, concerning the method used to Christianize the
Wends, Prussians, Lithuanians, and a mass of other races who

lived south and east of the Baltic> Neill had this to say*

Whatever we may think of the method finally used, history
cannot deny that the addition of these regions to the
Christian world was brought about by the campaigns of the
Order of Teutonic Knights.
The understanding was
•
that the Order was entitled to anexx to its dominions any
lands of the pagans that it might conquer, on condition
that Christian instruction was given to the conquered people in compensation for the ownership of their lands which
(Later, when bishops were appointed
was taken from them.
two-thirds to the
for this area, the Pope varied the gift
conquerors, and one-third to the bishops) The newly
founded Dominican Order was called in to help the Knights
with that religious side of the work for which they could
hardly be held to be well fitted (1964*110).
.

.

—

These examples can be doubled to cover what happened in Britain,
Ireland and France.

But let these suffice to indicate how

ancient the tie between colonialism and Christian missions has

*

been and how Neill himself characterized the tie in his History
of Missions .

So even in the past the two proceeded pari passu .

Euro-

pean Christians themselves "enslaved" and "colonized" fellow
Europeans.

Indeed, what determined the enslavement of non-Ghris-

tian Europeans was not race but religious affiliation.
were to be made of those non-Christ ians

>

Converts

their lands were to be

taken away, for a living pagan or heathen was as good as a dead
one.

For many pagan Europeans failure to resist the onslaught
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of the disciplined chivalry of the Christian Empire meant stiff

price.

As Latourette tells us of the treaty drawn between the

Christians

(

conquerors

)

and pagan Prussia (conquered), the penal-

ties frequently included no room for compromise!

All who were not baptized must receive the rite within a
month, that those who declined to comply should be banished
from the company of Christians, that any who relapsed into
paganism should be reduced to slavery, that pagan worship
was to cease, that such Christian practices as monogamy
were to be adopted, that churches were to be built, that
the neophytes must attend church on Sundays and feast days,
£hat provision must be made for the support of the clergy,
and tnat the converts must observe the Lenten fast, make
their confessions to a priest at least once a year, and
partake of the Communion at Easter (1938*205-6),

Concerning this treaty and its harsh demands,

I

find

Neill's comment rather interesting*
Here was the whole apparatus of medieval Christianity
brought in as an accompaniment to military conquest.
And the terms of the treaty were very far from^being
polite and kind advice. All this was couched in terms
of commandi and the highly efficient and watchful forces
of both Church and state were there to see that the
commands were punctiliously obeyed. How far inner conviction followed upon outward observance may be questioned;
but this is an anxious question that has pursued us ever
since Charlemagne first took the sword to help forward the
conversion of the Saxons indeed, since the time of the
mass baptism of Clovis and his warriors in 496. (1964*111),
i

If this is how missions and state power proceeded in

Europe, why ignore that fact when discussing the same situation

concerning the modern period?
In other words, it appears to me that, because the connec

tion between colonialism and missions dates back to the Chris-

tianization of Europe itself,

Neill should not have engaged

himself in defending colonial evangelism in the modern period

without reference to the European experience.

As a matter of

2 8

fact, it is indisputable that the strongest argument one can

make against all those who misjudge the link which missionaries

and colonialists had in Africa, for example, is the invocation
of the European missionary experience.

What lessons can we learn from that European experience?
The first will be that, whatever we may think of Christianity
and colonialism, the two cannot be neatly separated.

Indeed,

one can say without any exxageration that the two are disting-

uishable but not separable, just as religion and culture are
inseparable.

The most we can do is to employ such terms as

"dialectical" and "creative tension" and so on to describe them.
The second is that in all cross-cultural mission situationfa
number of non-theological factors come into play.
include power and powerlessness

j

These factors

desirability and undesirability

of the this-worldly goods perceived by the recipient culture as

accompanying the Christian religion.

Power and powerlessness

are terms which need more deeper explication than we can offer
here.

Let it be said, however, that rapid cross-cultural missions

cannot be carried out from a position of weakness.

It has been

Christianity’s experience wherever it has gone that non-Christian
peoples readily accept its message if they think that they cannot

withstand the onslaught.

And generally it has been in areas of

relative development that Christianity has registered its strongest
success.

This was the case in Europe

j

most preliterate societies

on that continent could not withstand the military, economic and
religious power that Christendom brought to bear on them.
This is the same experience in modern African societies.
For ffood or ill, people are converting to Christianity because of

.
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the desirability of the goods and services which, rightly or

wrongly, are believed to follow Christians like cause and
effect

Wherever there is unrest or strong resistance from the
would-be missionized, Christian missionaries always find that
people cannot just be forced to accept the gospel just because
God had said they must accept it.

areas or societies of Africa.
in India.

This was the case in many

And it was the same experience

The result in both cases was that missionaries asked

their European governments to come and pacify the people.

Even then, Christianity only made a head-way initially among
the slaves or ex-slaves as in the case of Africa or low castes,
as in the case of India.

But the most significant case was the

missionary experience in China and Japan.

Who can say that the

relatively high development of those civilizations, militarily,
religiously, and other-wise has not contributed very highly to
the failure of Christian missions in those lands?

To be sure,

Christianity has not been able, after centuries of labor and
other costs, monetarily and diplomatically, to penetrate the

Oriental civilizations in any appreciable way as to become the
dominant religion.

Instead, it has always remained on the

periphery of those societies or civilizations.
So it appears that even in preliterate African societies
or those of the South Seas, Christianity could only score quick

points as it relied on the colonial governments.

Even then,

it

had to abandon the adults and turn to children, since it was al-

most impossible to convert the former quickly.

In doing that
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missionaries could only utilize Western educational processes
to acculturate these young folks, believing, as they did, and

rightly so, that there is no separation between Christianity
and Western culture per se

.

The third lesson will be that wherever Christianity has
gone it has seen itself as the carrier of

M

higher H civilization

and the singular possessor of the key to eternal life.

This

self-understanding inevitably forces missionaries to display
triumphalist attitudes toward other religions and particularly
the "bookless" ones.

The belief that the Christ-event in and

of itself is sufficient for salvation necessarily leads to

coercion and threat.
The fourth lesson is that probably a distinction has to be

made between personal morality and corporate or national one.

It

is clear that in a cross-cultural mission situation two or more

cultures are involved and, generally, they are involved not as

individuals (though, this is how it frequently appears) but as

macro-cultural, peoples or entities.

In other words, when a

missionary goes into a foreign land to proselytize the natives
of that foreign teritory, he is doing that not as an individual as

such but as a representative of the macro-society from which he
came.

What is at stake in such encounters is not so much the

personal ethics of the individual missionary, but the corporate
culture of his homeland.

This missionary knows no other culture,

save his owni and even if he knew other cultures, the probability
is that,

as Neill himself admitted, he will regard his own culture

to be superior to others,
to this

"

(If he does not subscribe even tacitly

super ioritv complex." then it becomes difficult to les-iti-
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mize his presence in a foreign land.)
and it must be acknowledged as such.

It is a vicious circle;

For, although the missionary's

weapon is, ultimately, not of this world, he cannot entirely ignore
this-worldly means of justifying his presence in a foreign land.
Cross-cultural missions are easy to carry out from a position of
strength, not weakness

— ideologically,

politically and otherwise.

Thus a missionary no matter how he strives to represent

Christ will find that he is a reluctant ambassador of his homeland.
For the language, the food, the idiosyncrasy, the brand of Chris-

tianity, tea or coffee drinking and other baggage he will take to
this foreign land will bear the unmistaken stamp of his homeland.

Parenthetically, isn*t it interesting to note that Protestant

missionaries as well as the Roman ones naturally sought to replicate
the brands of Christianity of which they knew best even in remote

societies of Africa where the difference between Protestantism and

Roman Catholicism was, unquestionably, superfluous?
The fact that national morality, not personal ones are at

stake in cross-cultural missions can be seen more clearly when
one recognizes the rivalry which existed among the "sending"

nations.

It is even more evident when one understands that, not

infrequently, some missionaries in the nineteenth century tended
to equate missionary progress with empire building.

Thus, for

example, at the height of colonialism in Africa, mission societies

from each Western nation saw its destiny in terms of national

destiny in the colonial market.
like to think,

it

Contrary to what people

was not only the German missionaries who carried

this Volk mentality to its extreme, other European peoples har-
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(Kane, 19?8il6lf.).

boured similar sentiment

Finally, having seen what Neill has offered and what others,

following or departing from him, have said,

I

am inclined to think

be sure, attempts have

that a lot more remains to be done.

T'b

been made to face the issue headon.

But there remains the question

why the missionary experience in Africa should have been different
from the European one.

In a sense the issue here is whether the

bear and hard facts that accompany any and all Christianization
efforts have been brought to the open,

doing this* but his

Neill has come close to

conclusions are so diplomatic as to arouse

more suspicions that Christian missions in Africa were smokescreen
for European colonialism

ift

the continent.

Others such as French

author Delavignettee (i960) are even more "insensitive to the rising
tide of anti-missionary sentiment that are gathering momentum in
the corridors of power of modern African states.
At present the discussion on this subject is premised on the

false assumption that the missionary can be exonorated from blame

by merely invoking the altruistic character of church planting.

And there are those who mistakenly believe that the injustice which
came with missionary expansion into Africa was the result of ignorance

and that with "proper planning" and growth of cross-cultural contacts
injustice will be automatically eliminated.

But there is as yet no

clear proof that the appeal to "altruism" has solved the problem
or quietened the critics.

Nor is it clear that if "ignorance" is

removed alien cultures will never be disparaged again by missionaries,

Western and non-Western.

The emergent churches need to be told the brute facts that

attended the Christianization of Europe itself.

They need to

learn thqt insofar as cross-cultural missions involve the collective, it will always be necessary to rely on some form of threat
or to exploit any power vacuum for planting a new religion in a

Upon that point one may speak with a dogmatism

new environment.

which mission history justifies.

Whether missiologists will come

around to facing that point remains to be seen.

But the sooner

they 2ive more importance to substance^ not appearance, of colonial
ism and Christian missions, tradition criticism, not public rela-

tions campaign, the better it will be for the whole church.
At present there is too much attention given to public relations

campaign and other attempts at painting an unrealistic picture
of the missionary.

knowing that it

is

The burden now is to call a spade a spade,

better to face the facts as they are than to

pretend that domination- free Christianity was and is possible in
history.
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JAYAPURA, Man

Jaya FundamenChristian missionaries are provoking hostile and occasionally murreactions
from primitive
derous
tribespeople in mountain areas south
of here. In the most savage of recent
incidents, about eighteen months ago,
thirteen local assistants of a mission
were killed and eaten as soon as the
talist

European missionary went away on
leave.

New

The missionaries are also coming
under attack by anthropologists and
other observers for attempting the altotal destruction of local cultures in the areas they evangelize.
This is seen as the basic cause of
recent violent outbreaks, and is contrasted with the more adaptive policies of Roman Catholic and mainstream Protestant missionary groups.
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Mission, the Regions Beyond Missionary Union, The Evangelical Alliance Mission, and the Asia-Pacific
Christian Mission banded together
in an organization called The Missionary Alliance. They are joined by a
technical missionary group, the MisAlliance,

to

working in

remote

groups
Send

are

Jayawijaya mountains,
where they are now carrying the brunt
of relief work following recent severe
earthquakes believed to have killed as
many as a thousand people.
the

Old address
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States.

Sometimes rejecting the label “fundamentalist,” they describe themselves
as “orthodox” or “faith” Christians.
Their central characteristic is belief in
the literal truth of the Bible.
In recent years they
al

have

set

up

sever-

missions in the Jayawijaya moun-

an unmapped and little-known
had its first outside contact
only about twenty years ago. The Melanesian people there learned the use
of metal only recently. They live on
sweet potatoes, sugar cane, and bananas, supplemented by pork and occasional small marsupials or birds
that they hunt with bows and arrows.
tains,

area that

subscription

Name

|

sionary Aviation Fellowship, an efficient air service with fifteen light aircraft and a helicopter
essential in a
territory where the longest paved road
is the 25-mile drive from Jayapura, the
provincial capital, to the airport. They
are well backed by Congregationalist,
Baptist, and nondenominational Bible
groups in North America, Europe, and
Australasia, although most members
and funds come from the United

—

Their only domestic animals are their
pigs, which they regard as having
souls. When I asked an anthropologist
there why they ate such close friends,

he

said: “It doesn’t matter.
people, too.”

The men wear only the
penis gourd, and the

They

eat

koteka, a
small

women

tufts of grass fore and aft. Divided by
rugged terrain and language from
even close neighbors, they feud peri-

odically in set-piece confrontations.

Although their culture recognizes
personal and family property, they are
remarkable for their willingness to
share. Tobacco is their only vice, imported from the coast somehow in the
forgotten past. Cowrie shells are the

only currency resembling money.

Their culture and traditional religion
express the most basic human concepts. They and the other 900,000
people in Irian Jaya produce dazzling
works of art in traditional carvings

and handicrafts.

Typically, a new missionary arriving
builds his house by itself, next to a
grass airstrip.

One

told

me: “The

first

thing is to move in and live with the
people. You must prove that you want
to help them, by giving them food,
medicine, and shelter, teaching them,
and learning their language. Often it
takes two to four years to learn the
language. I guess what you are looking
for is the cultural key, the key that
unlocks the culture and opens the
way for the gospel.”

But many missionaries appear to regard the gospel as totally incompatible with the traditional culture, in
which they see no deep value. One
missionary from the Papua-New
Guinea border region referred to the
old men who stayed aloof from his

mission as “having no interest in
itual

things.”

The

first

spir-

action of a

missionary who stayed a while recently in Valley X was to hand out
shirts to tribesmen. At Nalca Mission,
women have been persuaded to
lengthen their grass skirts to knee
length, apparently to satisfy missionary modesty.

Smoking tobacco is condemned and
forbidden as sinful. Until recently, the
mission air service searched baggage
and refused to fly anyone found carrying tobacco or alcohol.

1968 two Western missionaries
were killed on the south slope of the
fayawijaya range. Three months ago
an American missionary was virtually
chased out of the Fa-Malinkele Valley
because of his manner.
In

The incident

of cannibalism occurred

at a mission called Nipsan, where the
Dutch missionary had been using
local Irianese assistants from the

longer-evangelized area near Wamena, further west. When the missionary
went on leave, the tribespeople
turned on the fifteen assistants, killing
and eating thirteen. Two escaped to
the jungle. An Indonesian army unit
later entered but dropped the case
because of the baffling problems of
law involved.

“The

between them

is quite
Jayapura.
“The Protestants try to destroy the
culture. The Catholics try to preserve

difference

simple,” said one source

at

it.”

At a mission called Jaosakor near the
southern coast, the Catholics recently
consecrated a church largely designed
by the local people and incorporating
traditional

Asmat carvings around the
Alphonse Sowada,

walls. Bishop

of

Nebraska-centered Crosier Fathers, carried out the ceremony in
episcopal robes accompanied by local
the

leaders in full regalia of paint, tooth
necklaces, and nose-bones. The method of dedication was to scatter lime,

made from fired seashells, from bamboo containers over walls, floors, and
way

altars in the

the

Asmat people
communal

own

The Dutch missionary subsequently

inaugurate

made

a fund-raising tour of Europe
and North America to buy a helicopter from which he proposed to con-

buildings.

duct aerial evangelization through a
loudspeaker. But the first time this

Irian Jaya are required to hold degrees

was

tried,

a

month

ago, volleys of

arrows reportedly greeted
borne preacher.

The fundamentalists

are

the

air-

compared

unfavorably with the Roman Catholic
missionaries who operate on the
southern side of Irian Jaya under a
division initiated by the
Dutch and maintained by the Indonesians after the 1963 transfer of admin-

Nearly

all

their

Catholic missionaries in

anthropology

beginning
published
articles and writings on the local peoples. “The basis of our approach is
that we believe God is already working through the existing culture,
in

their calling.

before

Many have

which follows from the belief that
God created all things and is present
in all of them,”

one

priest said.

territorial

Reprinted by permission.

©The Washington

Post.
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Are missionaries cultural imperialists?

Vindicated on
insists

missionary Don Richardson

response

This

McDonald’s

to

article

Hamish
was ad-

dressed to the Washington
Post but never appeared in its

column.
condensed, is

letters to the editor

Here, slightly
Richardson’s open
Dear

A

letter:

Sirs:

few weeks ago journalist Hamish

McDonald

arrived in Irian Jaya to report on the earthquake which recently devastated a mountainous region
here. At least that’s what he told the
missionaries whose help he needed to
reach the area.

The earthquake was
terest

because

it

of particular instruck the habitat of a

number of the earth’s last remaining
stone age tribes, some of whom still
practice cannibalism. Triggering literally thousands of landslides, the upheaval wiped out fifteen tribal villages, killed more than a thousand people, and left 15,000 survivors with
only 15 percent of their gardens. The
missionaries McDonald approached
were busy staging an urgent food airlift. Still, they graciously offered him
space on one of their overloaded
mercy

4

counts

all

flights

interior ....

from Jayapura into the

The world might never have known
that these tribes exist, nor would reagencies have been informed of
had not a dozen or more
evangelical Protestant missionaries
explored their uncharted mountainous habitat during the past fifteen
years. At risk to their own lives, the
evangelicals succeeded in befriending
several thousand of these highly susunpredictable
tribesmen.
picious,
Meticulously, they learned and analyzed unwritten tribal languages, a
task so agonizing that less motivated
persons would have no time for it.
They also carved out the four airstrips
which now made relief operations
possible and, as a sidelight, enabled
McDonald to carry out his assignment
lief

their plight,

on

The missionary
on one

aircraft

McDon-

and began snapping

There are reasons

had

taxied to a

of these airstrips.

ald leaped out
pictures ....

ies

why

the missionar-

to go into isolated areas like

Irian Jaya as soon as they could. History has taught them that even the
most isolated minority cultures must

eventually be overwhelmed by the

commercial and

expansion
of majority peoples. Naive academics
in ivy-covered towers may protest
that the world’s remaining primitive
cultures should be left undisturbed,
but farmers, lumbermen, land specupolitical

miners, hunters, military leadroad builders, art collectors, tourists, and drug peddlers aren’t listenlators,
ers,

ing.

are going in anyway. Often to
destroy. Cheat. Exploit. Victimize.
Corrupt. Taking, and giving little
other than diseases for which primitives

have no immunity or medicine.

This

is

century,

why, since the turn of the
more than ninety tribes have

extinct in Brazil alone. Many
other Latin American, African, and
Asian countries show a similar high
extinction rate for their primitive mi-

become

norities.

A

grim

toll

of five or six

tribes per year is probably a conservative

worldwide estimate.

We

missionaries don’t want the same

fate to befall these magnificent tribes

in Irian Jaya.

We risk our lives to get to

them first because we believe we are
more sympathetic agents of change

location.

halt

They

than profit-hungry commercialists.
Like our predecessor John Sargent,

who

in 1796 launched a program
which saved the Mohican tribe from
extinction, and like our colleagues in

who just one generation ago
saved the WaiWai from a similar fate,
we believe we know how to precondiBrazil

tion tribes in Irian Jaya for survival in
modern world. The question,

the

“Should anyone go in?” is obsolete
because obviously someone will.

It

has been replaced by a more practi-

cal question: “Will the

thetic

make

most sympa-

persons get there
the shock of

first?”

coming out

To

of the

stone age as easy as possible. To see
that tribals gain new ideals to replace
those they must lose in order to survive. To teach them the national language so they can defend themselves
in disputes with “civilizados.” And
yet produce literature in their own
language so it will not be forgotten.
To teach them the value of money, so that unscrupulous traders cannot easily cheat them. And better yet,
set some of them up in business so
that commerce in their areas will not
fall entirely into the hands of outsiders. To care for them when epidemics
sweep through or when earthquakes
strike.

them

And

better yet, train

as nurses

and doctors

some

of

on
ombuds-

to carry

when we are gone. We go as
men who help clashing

cultures

understand each other.

We

missionaries are advocates not
only of spiritual truth, but also of
physical survival. And we have enjoyed astonishing success in Irian Jaya
and elsewhere. Among the Ekari,
Damal, Dani, Ndugwa, and other
tribes, more than 100,000 stone agers
welcomed our gospel as the fulfilment

something their respective cultures
had anticipated for hundreds of years.
The Ekari called it aji. To the Damal,
it was
hai. To the Dani, nabelankabelan an immortal message which
one day would restrain tribal war and
of

—

ease

human

The

result: cultural fulfilment of the

suffering.

deepest possible kind. And it opened
the door to faith in Jesus Christ for
tens of thousands.

Along with our successes, there have
been setbacks. Nearly two years ago,
one of our colleagues from a European
mission, Gerrit Kuijt, left some coastal
helpers in charge of a new outpost
while he returned to Holland. In his
absence, a few of the coastals began to
molest the surrounding tribespeople
for private reasons. Thirteen coastals

were

killed in retaliation.

Sympathize. Sometimes

it is

not easy

to find responsible helpers willing to

venture with us into these wild areas.
At times you have to trust someone;
you have no choice.

and a very diffinot subsidized by any
government, and can succeed only as
it
has sympathetic support from
churches, private individuals, and the
public in general. That is where correspondent McDonald could have
helped. Instead ....
Ours

is a

cult one.

great work,
It

is

McDonald now transferred to a Mission Aviation Fellowship helicopter
loaded with sweet potatoes contributed by Christians from the Dani tribe
and

rice

from Indonesian government
thought Mc-

stores. Pilot Jeff Heritage

Donald seemed surprisingly uninterin the many tribal hamlets
stranded like islands in the midst of
uncrossable landslides, their inhabitants on the edge of starvation. After
only a few hours in the interior, he
returned to the coast and wrote his

ested
Earlier, in 1968,

two

of our buddies,

Phil Masters and Stan Dale, died together while probing a new area of the
Yali tribe. But then Kusaho, a Yali
elder, rebuked the young men who
killed them, saying: “Neither of these

men

report.

ever harmed any of us, nor did

they even resist while you killed
them. Surely they came in peace and
you have made a terrible mistake. If
ever any more of this kind of men
come into our valley, we must welcome them.”

And so a door of acceptance opened
through the wounds of our friends. It
was a costly victory. Stan’s and Phil’s
widows were each left with five small
children to raise alone. Yet neither
for the death
of her husband, and one of them still
serves with us in Irian Jaya today.

widow blamed anyone

Wielding the cliche “fundamentalist”
with obvious intent to stigmatize and
nettle
us,
McDonald launched a
scathing yet baseless attack which appeared as a major article in the Washington Post and was relayed by wire
service to hundreds of newspapers
around the world. Citing the loss of
Gerrit Kuijt’s thirteen helpers and the
murder of Phil and Stan eight years
ago, he made the absurd accusation
that

we

are

“provoking hostile and

occasionally
murderous reactions
from primitive tribesmen.” He continues: “The missionaries are also coming under attack by anthropologists
and other observers for attempting the
almost total destruction of cultures

Who are the anthropologists and

other
observers? Within our ranks we have
a number of men who hold degrees in
anthropology, and they have not

5

any such attack by memWe have cooperated with a number of anthropol-

warned us

of

bers of their discipline.

twenty years, and have had good mutual
understanding with them.
ogists in Irian Jaya over the past

Perhaps McDonald is referring to the
three remaining members of a German
scientific team he met on one of his
helicopter stops in the interior. Some
of them, reportedly, have been critical
toward us, not on the basis of wide
knowledge of our work, but because
of anti-missionary sentiments they

brought with them

to Irian Jaya.

Their problem is that they hold to an
old school of anthropology, still current in some areas, which favors isolating primitive tribes from all change
in zoo-like reserves. A new school,

now

rising in America, has at last

recognized the futility of this approach, and advocates instead that
primitive tribes be exposed to survival-related “directed change,” in
order that they may learn to cope with
encroachment, now seen as inevitable.

Directed change is exactly what evangelical missionary John Sargent practiced back in 1796 and what we are
practicing in 1976. In fact, missionar-

only persons who
Anthropologists don’t remain
with tribesmen long enough. And humanists aren’t sufficiently motivated.

But

if,

indeed,

we

are

under

attack, a

our defense, if any. McDonald did
not do this, though he had opportunity. What evidence does he present for
his charge that we are “attempting the
almost total destruction of local cultures” in Irian Jaya? He writes: “The
first action of a missionary ... in Valley X recently was to hand out shirts
to the tribesmen.”
for

The tribesmen concerned had just lost
most of their homes in the earthquake.
Indonesian officials had provided
shirts to help them stay warm at night
in their crude temporary shelters at
mile-high elevations. No one wanted
a rash of pneumonia cases complicating the relief operation. Johnny
Benzel, the missionary, cooperated
with the government directive by
handing out the shirts.

Nowhere have we ever provided

In-

donesian or Western-style clothing
until

demand

for

it

arose

among

and women wear

grass skirts.

is the Indonesian government, not
missionaries, which tries to shame
tribals into exchanging gourds and
grass skirts for shorts and dresses
It

under Operation Koteka. But they do

6

employment,

etc.

it

for

understandable reasons. They

want the tribesmen

to

become

At Nalca, McDonald snapped a photo
of a native with a ball-point pen stuck
through the pierced septum of his
nose. This photo appeared in some
newspapers with the ludicrous caption: “Ball-point pen replaces nosebone; fundamentalist preachers destroy culture.” A native forages a used
ball-point pen out of Johnny Benzel’s
wastepaper basket, sticks it through
his nose, and presto! Johnny is accused of destroying culture. Very

McDonald.

tricky,

McDonald slams Johnny

again: “At
Nalca mission, women have been persuaded to lengthen their grass skirts to
.” What actually hapknee-length
pens is that families of the Dani tribe
.

.

.

follow missionaries to places like
Nalca, and over a period of years the
Nalca women begin to imitate the
style

of

Dani counterparts,
be longer.

their

which happens

to

the

people themselves. This usually
took from seven to fifteen years. Tribal
church elders preached in the open or
under grass-roofed shelters, wearing
their penis gourds, and no one
thought anything of it. Even today the
vast majority of men still wear gourds
tribal

ies are virtually the

do.

ble, find

careful reporter should have asked us

part of

Indonesian society as soon as possi-

Do we,

then, approve of everything in
the local cultures? No, we do not, just
as no one in our own Western culture

automatically approves of everything
in

it.

We are out to destroy cannibalism,
but so also is the Indonesian government. The difference is, we use moral
persuasion, and if we fail, the government will eventually use physical
force.

Our task

is

to give the tribals a

rational basis for giving

it

up volun-

guns of the police
decide the issue with traumatic effect.

tarily before the

We

also want to stop the intertribal
warfare that has gone on for centuries.
In view of all they have to go through
in the next fifty years, it is imperative
tribes
stop killing and
that the
wounding each other now. Often we
are able to stop the fighting by empha-

sizing little-used peace-making mechanisms within the cultures themselves. Or we simply provide the

third-person presence which enables
antagonists to see their problems in a

new

As

far

as

I

know, Roman Catholic

missionaries have not been

wounded

This is
due, not to “more adaptive policies,”
but to the fact that they limit their
work mainly to areas already wellcontrolled by the government. But
they have counted their martyrs
across the border in Papua New Guinor slain

ea,

and

by

tribals in Irian Jaya.

this is

no shame

to

them.

light.

McDonald had taken time

to visit

Roman

only to Christian concepts of goodness, but also to the humanist’s, isn’t

Catholic and evangelical Protestant areas of operation and compare
them, he would have found the degree
of culture change at least as great if
not greater in the Roman Catholic

it?

areas.

of

are against witchcraft, suspicion

which is a major cause of war.
by witchcraft is contrary, not

Killing

We

promiscuity,
and not for religious reasons only. In
1903, Chinese traders seeking birdof-paradise plumes landed on the
south coast of Irian Jaya. They introduced a venereal disease called lymare against sexual

phogranuloma venereum among the
100,000-member Merind tribes. Since
group sex was widely accepted, the
disease spread like wildfire. It wiped
out 90,000 lives in ten years.

McDonald attempts

to

antagonize us

by comparing our methods unfavorably with “the more adaptive policies of Roman Catholic and
mainstream Protestant groups.”
still

further

Only one “mainstream” Protestant
mission works in interior Irian Jaya,
and they have experienced the same
problems McDonald uses as grounds
to
incriminate us. For example,

was seriously
three arrows eight
years ago, and eight of his carriers
that mission’s director

wounded with
were

killed, while trekking through a
wild area. Such incidents are merely
an occupational hazard, and should

describes the lime-scatterdedication of a new Catholic
church at Jaosakor. Surely if this is the
limit of their cultural penetration, our
Catholic friends must be far from satisfied. Cultural penetration, to be effective, must go far deeper than mere
ing

If

We

McDonald

not be used to levy blame.

For example,

in

all

externals
until

like

you come

scattering
to grips

Not

lime.

with internal

concepts in the category of the Ekari
tribe’s aji or the Dani tribe’s nabelankabelan, are you getting close to the
heart of a people. And in matters of
this category, we evangelicals have
been spot on. As one of our members
said to McDonald, “What we are looking for is the cultural key.
McDonald quoted his words, yet
.

failed totally to appreciate

.

them.

Roman

Catholic areas primitives are expected
to give up their tribal names and take
Latin names like Pius or Constantius,
whereas in evangelical Protestant
areas they still use their Irianese
name, like Isai or Yana. But here
again, if it is survival-related directed
change, it cannot be faulted on anthropological grounds.

Another point

of

McDonald’s

article

calls for refutation: Gerrit Kuijt raised

funds for a helicopter for general service to all tribal peoples in Irian Jaya,
not for “aerial evangelism.” In fact, it
was this helicopter which was on
hand just in time to help in the earthquake relief operation and which bore

McDonald

McDonald on his reporting mission.
Thank you, Gerrit, for your foresight.
The rest of us are not unappreciative

Roman

like

continues: “Nearly all
Catholic missionaries in Irian
Jaya are required to hold degrees in
anthropology.” Actually, the percentage of Roman Catholic and evangelical Protestant missionaries holding
degrees in anthropology is approximately equal, and when it comes to
prowess in learning tribal dialects, the
evangelicals excel by far. The majority
of Roman Catholic priests teach in
Indonesian even where it is not understood.

McDonald.

McDonald, your
neous, inept, and

article

was

irresponsible.

erro-

You

have made a perfect nuisance of yourself. You and the Washington Post

owe us

a printed apology.

Donald Richardson serves in Irian Jaya
with the Regions Beyond Missionary Union. His book Peace Child (Regal, 1974)
has appeared in the Reader’s Digest condensed book section.

Are missionaries cultural imperialists?

The evidence is mixed
maintains anthropologist William Kornficld

Wherever asked Dr. Kornfield
to

respond

to the positions of

McDonald

and Richardson
from the perspective of his
discipline.

was disappointed in both Hamish
McDonald’s article and Don Richardson’s response, although for different
reasons.

McDonald makes

some broad

generalizations which he
does not substantiate. He says, for
example, that evangelical missionary
groups are “attempting the almost
total destruction of local cultures in
the areas they evangelize,” and that
“The Protestants try to destroy the
.” Nowhere in his article
culture
.

.

.

does he demonstrate

The few examples

this.

cited

— “women

—

as to the reason

why

a

number

of

natives working for a missionary were
by Irianese tribesmen.

killed

David Martin, Field Chairman of the
Regions Beyond Missionary Union,
with 17 V 2 years’ experience in Irian
Jaya, wrote: “There are many admirable practices in their cultures, and
where these do not directly oppose
biblical principles we encourage their
continuance
(W)e have not promoted the wearing of non-indigenous
clothing, and their own tunes are used

—

.

.

.

almost exclusively in Christian music. In tribes such as the Dani, the care
of orphans and the aged is commendable, as is also the sharing of
little

have been persuaded to lengthen their
grass skirts to knee length, apparently
to satisfy missionary modesty,” or
“Three months ago an American missionary was virtually chased out of
the Fa-Malinkele Valley because of
his manner” are rather isolated and
unconvincing. Nor is he more specific

8

cate a cultural sensitivity quite contrary to what one would expect from

missionaries involved in “the almost
total destruction of local cultures.”

I

In his article Mr.

Responses to McDonald’s article written by two seasoned missionaries and
published in local newspapers indi-

possessions they

may

what

have.”

distance through the valleys of the
Jayawijaya or travel many of the rivers
of the south coast. Women could not
garden or fish without the threat of
being attacked and cannibalized by

members

of an enemy tribe. Today
peace in most of the valleys
and along most of the rivers and it is
partly due to acceptance of the Chris-

there

is

and the ministry of the
evangelical missionaries who brought
tian gospel
it.”

Referring again to McDonald’s article,
I was surprised to find that an anthropologist would respond to his inquiry
as to why tribespeople eat “such close
friends” (meaning pigs) with “It
doesn’t matter. They eat people, too.”
From my understanding of similar
tribes in Irian Jaya, pigs and people
are not placed in the same category
and therefore from an anthropological
perspective it really does matter.

Don

Gregory, with twelve years’ experience in Irian Jaya under TEAM, observes:
“Culture
is
good
and
necessary .... Rather than destroying local culture, the missionaries are
building spiritual foundations which
protect the people .... In 1950 no
one (neither outsider nor local tribes-

man) could walk

safely for

any great

While McDonald’s article was disappointing from the standpoint of good
journalism and anthropology, I must
confess that I was also disappointed
in Don Richardson’s reply. As I read
it, I couldn’t help but wonder why he
hadn’t contextualized his answer to
McDonald as he contextualized Peace
Child. In that excellent treatise on the
Sawi he wrote from the perspective of
people who may not know Christ. His
article, “Do Missionaries Destroy Cultures?” ( Moody Monthly, May 1976),
also

demonstrated

a

sensitive

and

what degree Western forms had taken

perceptive attitude.

over native expression.

But in

he responded in a

this letter

junction to “turn the other cheek.”
Statements such as “Very tricky,
McDonald,” “unappreciative like

Richardson also seems to conclude
that “directed change” is in accord
with present anthropological practice.
Actually, in most anthropological circles directed change is increasingly
suspect and associated with control

McDonald,” and “You have made a
perfect nuisance of yourself” do not
sound like the author of Peace Child,
and were therefore, I feel, unfortu-

and paternalism, as it often creates a
dependency situation which cannot
be reciprocated. Non-directive change
through the facilitator model is more

nate. If McDonald is not a Christian, I
wonder how such statements could be
bridges toward his knowing Christ

in accord with current anthropologicle in the applied anthropology jour-

someday.

nal,

human, and perhaps

very natural,

even vindictive manner, apparently
quite out of keeping with Christ’s in-

cal theory

and

Human

practice.

A recent arti-

Organization, bears this

seems

Richardson also

to reflect a certain

amount

of

ethnocentric bias in his response to

McDonald’s

“An Appropriate Role

for Postcolon-

Applied Anthropologists” (Spring
1976) warns against a directive approach, whose “colonial yoke” imial

article by characterizing the people of Irian Jaya as “highly suspicious, unpredictable tribesmen,” and as “primitives.” By whose
standards, I would ask, ours or

plies that “a

theirs?

imposed, culturally alien forces.”

In an otherwise thrilling account of
God’s dealing among the Sawi, this
same kind of bias is reflected on occasion in Peace Child. “In an almost
totally
barbaric
society
he
writes on page 65 and, on page 72,
.

“The chanting

itself

.

.

consisted entire-

nonsense syllables.” Nonsense
syllables? Again I would ask, by

ly of

whose standards,

his or theirs?

human community

or

individual can be shaped, according
norms, by superto preconceived
.

.

.

A human

society should, instead, be
viewed as “its own innate problemsolver.” The anthropologist’s role is
of a facilitator who studies the
situation at the request of the client,

more
then

clarifies the realistic choices facing the group and predicts the probable effects of each course of action on
the community. “Choice of a pre-

and its enactment,
however,” says the author, “should
remain the prerogative and responsiferred alternative

This brings me to another point in
Richardson’s reply. One gets the distinct impression that the evangelical
missionaries in Irian Jaya have done
everything right not only by such
statements as “Ours is a great work,”

—

and

“.

we

evangelicals have been
spot on,” but also by the fact that in
no place does he imply that the missionaries, too, have made mistakes.
.

.

During my twenty years of missionary
experience in Latin America and
while doing specific research on other
areas of the world, I have seen all too

many

instances where transplanting
Western forms has caused
serious problems in rooting the gospel
in native soils. The prevalence of

traditional

Western music and liturgy in many
mission fields around the world, for
example, indicates that we’ve done a
less than perfect job of communicating the

As

I

Word

saw the

listened

to

of

God

cross-culturally.

Peace Child and
the Sawi sing familiar
film

Western gospel tunes,

I

wondered

to

ed by a community’s members as
something they want for themselves.
Education is by indirection through
the kind of identification that can ask
“questions which lead to new insight
to achieving cooperation in
change” (Goodenough). The developsuited

mental agent’s role in a community is
seen as more of a resource person, a
facilitator, and one who is helping to
diagnose difficult situations rather
than paternalistically giving the answers.

we can apply this approach
missionary methodology. Missionaries should present the gospel as not
only that which will give greater
meaning to a person’s inner motivations, values, and experience, but also
I

believe

to

out.

Unfortunately, Mr.

Third, true development is not successful unless the changes are accept-

which will give direction for
future growth and development as a
Christian and active member of the
community. But it is the individual
who ultimately must integrate the
gospel into his or her own lifestyle.
as that

Since lasting change comes from
within, the message must be internalized rather than paternalistically derived from a directive change agent.
Otherwise reversion to past practice is
all too common once the missionary
has left the scene. As Goodenough
indicates, “Some agents of religious
change, making assumptions about
the universal needs of the soul in
keeping with their own values, are
notoriously naive about the motives
that made converts of their clients.”

bility of the client.”

Thus

a non-directive

approach

So while

to pre-

paring tribal peoples to face realistically the encroachment of Western
civilization would include the following principles: First, people will respond to a program of change only to
the extent that they expect it to meet
their felt needs. As anthropologist
Ward H. Goodenough says, “If a developmental proposal accords with
people’s self-goals and appears to
them to offer wider opportunities for
self-realization

it

is

likely

to

meet

with a positive reception.”
Second, for change to be

effective,

agree with Richardson’s
is better for Christian
missionaries than for crocodile hunters and prospectors to make the first
contact with tribal peoples, I question
his assertion that “we believe we
know how to precondition tribes in
Irian Jaya for survival in the modern
world.” Alternatives must be presented to tribal peoples, in light of
encroaching negative elements of
Western culture, but it is neither the
missionary’s nor the anthropologist’s
prerogative to “precondition” any
people.
I

thesis that

it

it

must be internalized rather than superimposed or directed from an outside source. The experience of missionary Bruce Olson, related in For
This Cross I’ll Kill You, is one excellent example of the successful application of this principle.

William

J. Kornfield studied under the
University of Pennsylvania’s noted applied anthropologist Ward Hunt Goodenough. He has served as a missionary for
twenty years with the Andes Evangelical
Mission, as a consultant to a number of
missions, and is currently teaching at
Wheaton Graduate School.

To Pakistan With pluck
grew up on a farm but I never could
learn to milk a cow. For some
reason the cows would hold back
their milk when they saw me coming.

I

Merle Hawton casts a wry
glance back over her twentyfour years in this Muslim
land.

One

of the happy memories of childhood was trudging along to the little
Methodist church where my mother
was organist. The thing that impressed me most was the fat mouse

who

invariably came out of the back
of the organ and scuttled along the
wall, only to return when the organ
stopped playing.

ception. My eighteen-year-old brother, accidently shot by his friend, died
that day. This tragedy, though dreadful at the time, proved to be the beginning of a new era in my life as I began
attending an evangelical church.

turns leading the discussions; the
leaders come to my home on Thursdays for preparation. This way Pakistani

A Sunday

women, many unsaved, can
Word where they live. Inter-

school class of ten-year-old
boys was presented to me. To my
despair they knew more about the
Bible than I did, but we learned some
things together. Three years later I
told God I was willing to serve him

study the

full-time.

missionary.

A family in the church encouraged me
my

childhood much emphasis was
placed on Christmas and birthdays.
My tenth birthday was the only exIn

and housewives who
meet weekly. Group members take

teachers, nurses,

to attend Prairie Bible Institute.

This

I

and after four years of Bible training I applied to TEAM, then waited
patiently for a response which never
did,

arrived.
rie

It

was probably

lost in a prai-

snowstorm. Hearing via the grape-

vine the glad news that I was accepted, I wrote again. Sure enough, I had
been.

est varies but

God’s

attendance is good, and
not return void. I

Word does

anticipate the day when home Bible
studies will operate throughout Pakistan without the involvement of any

The main languages

in Pakistan are

Urdu, the national language; Punjabi,
spoken by migrants from downcountry; Pushtu, the language of the
wealthy landowners; and Hindko,
spoken by the ordinary village folk.
The Lord has enabled me to get a good
working knowledge of these four languages.

Another important group

The church women wore black uniforms and stockings and the men did
not wear ties. But their faces wore a
radiance that was just different from
other people I knew. They spoke of
having been saved. I longed for what
they had, but unfortunately no one
ever asked me if I would like to accept
Jesus.

Eight years rolled by, and with each
year came a deeper longing to know
God. At the age of eighteen I went to
Toronto, worked for $5 a week, and
searched for what those people had
back in that country church.

My work

in Pakistan has

in a

pew

classes for Christians.

all

first

A whole new
opened up.

following

Sunday

of

service

a Baptist.

of invention. We must reach
the patients with the gospel mes-

And

to

do

this

we must

speak

their languages.

So

I

dictated the gospel message in

Urdu to the son of a Kohistani patient.
He wrote it in Kohistani using the
Urdu script, then read it into a tape
recorder. In this way I learned the
basics of the salvation message, Bible
verses, medical questions, and some
everyday language. But what we really need is a full-time linguist. Kohistani grammar is irregular, to say the
least.

Now

I

live in the large

town

of Abbot-

commute nine miles to the
hospital three days a week for evangelism. The hospital has grown a great
deal since then, and many patients
tabad and

to Christ.

my

pastor
asked if I would like to take the right
hand of fellowship. “Yes,” I answered, for I surely wanted fellowship. Two weeks later I learned from
staunch Presbyterian friends that I

was

field

—

of people
Kohistani is

mother
sage.

my

furlough I was stationed
at Bach Hospital, then comparatively
new. It was Ramadan, the month of
the Muslim fast, and there were only
three patients in the women’s ward. I
vividly remember going to the doctor’s wife and sobbing my heart out
because there were only three patients
and they wouldn’t listen. “Go to the
villages where they live,” she suggestAfter

have come

The

linguist.

My

I
am by no means a
But necessity, they say, is the

very limited

in a little Baptist church.

Behind the pulpit stood an evangelist
from the USA, telling what I needed
to do to be saved. When he gave an
invitation I walked forward. A whole
new life opened up.

are the Kohistanis.

first five and a half years I
studied two languages, Urdu and
Punjabi, and taught literacy and Bible

During the

ed.

The second Sunday found me hidden

been varied.

Three years ago the Lord enabled

me

introduce home Bible studies here
like those being used in North America. The studies are translated into the
vernacular and taught by Pakistanis.
In Abbottabad we have eight groups of
to

What

I enjoy most is giving out the
gospel to our Muslim friends and introducing them to Christ. Last week
Salima, the lovely young mother of a
four-pound boy, sat up in bed as I
entered her quarters. With her was a
young girl who cooked her food and
took care of her. After chatting about
her newborn, having just surveyed it
in the baby room incubator, I asked
casually if they would like me to read

God’s

Word and

pray.

“Who would

you

like

me

to read

about?”

I

asked.

taught

me

since

coming

to Pakistan,

it

“Adam? Noah? Abraham? Moses?”

is

“Abraham,”

God does what we expect him to do. It
is no more difficult for God to save our
Muslim friends than anyone else. He

replied

the
patient
quickly. I breathed a prayer for guidance and told her about the prophet
Abraham, much revered by Muslims,
and his call and obedience, not forgetting to mention his sin and God’s
promise of a Savior. This opened the
way to present Jesus. As I read about
his death and resurrection, the Holy
Spirit convicted Salima of her sin and
she opened her heart to the Savior.
The glow on her face revealed she had
become a new creature in Christ.

A week

is just

waiting to see our

What problems do

I

faith.

face in

my work?

I’m not one to be easily discouraged,
but the lackadaisical attitude held by
many Pakistani Christians does bother me. Not too many are zealous for
the Lord, and few have a burden to
win their Muslim neighbors to Christ.

One problem

is

a shortage of staff

both missionary and national. Another difficulty is effectively following up

Salima’s cousin, Jas-

later

that he hears our prayers of faith.

mine, came to take care of her. Jasmine is a beautiful teen-ager looking
forward to becoming a doctor. I knew
that I must review the message of the
cross with Salima. But if I was not
careful, persecution might well begin
for this new convert from Islam. So I
directed my conversation, although
meant primarily for Salima, to her
cousin Jasmine. But unknown to me,
the Spirit had been working in Jasmine’s heart also. As I read of sin and
Christ’s death, tears came to her eyes.

Muslim

“Would you

they are. We enjoy complete freedom
at our hospital to preach and gossip
the gospel every day of the week.
People want to hear, for the most part,
and they listen attentively. We have

there

I

I

break during this
dan.

gether.

The

“I

free to tell her that

future

may

be very

many more

diffi-

to

the

fast

month

of

Rama-

invitations to visit pa-

lenging, exciting, and rewarding. Our
greatest needs are people at home
who will hold the ropes in prayer and

young people who
here.

is

of

fleas

homes than we
can possibly accept. The work is chal-

two young women. But
this much we know: the Lord is able
to keep those we commit to him.
there

irritants,

tients in their village

cult for these

If

the

from

What obstacles are there to sharing
the gospel in a Muslim land? The
opportunities so much outweigh the
obstacles that I really can’t think what

asked.

answered,

she

was

also

—anything

3:30 a.m. siren which rouses Muslims
so they can have breakfast before day-

would.”
Salima
had accepted him a week before. “She
told me,” said Jasmine. It was just a
little bit of heaven as we prayed to“Yes,”

Then

are

course

like to accept Christ as

your Savior?”

come

converts; the patients

sometimes from great distances. And

one thing the Lord has

of

Wmg

“How

whom

will

come help us
him

shall they believe in

they have not heard?”

Will women who go into missions find their full potential

can churches. They discussed the
need to establish workable priorities

utilized? The answer isn’t
fully in yet, but at least the

in balancing

question
“I

is

being asked.

am concerned

ting

that

we

are not putof

home and

sponsibilities.

ministry re-

The participants

individual

missionaries,”

says

Pat

(MI) staff

“Woman

members, that led to Mi’s
in Mission” workshop in

January 1976. The goal was to discover the concerns of women in missions
and find ways to help meet their
needs. A November follow-up workshop concentrated on woman’s role in
Christian ministry.

“I have seen gifted women have doors
closed to them because it was felt that
this was not a woman’s realm,” says

“Yet their gifts could have really
benefited the work. Are women being
helped to realize their full potential?”
Pat.

Fifty-one women representing twenty-three evangelical mission boards

converged on Mi’s campus in
ington, Michigan, for the first
shop. “Our aim,” says Pat, who
ized the workshops, “was to

Farmworkorganget at

what was on the women’s personal
agendas, not to say, ‘These are your
concerns and this is what we can do
about it.’ ” And as the delegates met
in small groups, several common concerns did emerge.

“What exactly is a woman’s place in
the church and home?” was a recurring question. The delegates saw inconsistency in the fact that while
missionary women teach and
preach overseas, they are not permitted, because they are women, to carry
on similar ministries in North Ameri-

many

women

of

woman’s

progress made in their
the past year.

church and home.

role in

“I felt that the

caged in by circumstances.”

and then discussed ways
practically.

of

working

As they came up

with specific suggestions they appointed task forces to implement
them.

came out of the first
says Pat, “was a real
sense of responsibility to learn, to
think, and to be aware. I can’t just
passively say, ‘This is my role, I’ve got
to be submissive,’ and not turn on my
brain. Instead, as we look around we
should ask, ‘How am I helping those
around me develop in every possible
that

workshop,”

way?’

“We

don’t

self-seeking

want

—the

to be grasping or
Scripture says, ‘Be

content in whatever state you are.’
Rather, we want to be looked upon as
individuals who have something to
contribute.”
In early

fur-

in missions.

The workshop

began with reports from the task forces appointed at the first gathering and
also from individuals who told of

own

lives over

had never before defined myself
my role,” said one woman.

“I

apart from

“Now

I’ve internalized the realization
matter to God as a person, not
just as a wife, mother, and teacher. As
a result I feel much more responsible

that

I

my

to

God

“I

thought of myself as an extension of

for

gifts.

my husband before, and

in

November, 34 Canadian and

some

areas

—

would hide behind him let him
make the tough decisions and take the
rap. Now I can say, ‘Let’s make the
I

Study groups on each topic tried to
catalog biblical ideals for their subject

“One thing

examine

most basic and most

important area discussed was that of
personhood,” says Pat. “If women understand who they are as individuals
and recognize their potential and
what God expects of them, they can
have peace whatever sphere they are
in and can give of their whole potential. But if women have doubts about
who they are or what they have to
offer, they are more likely to feel

them out

to

ther the issues brought out earlier,
concentrating specifically on the roles

also
talked about the difficulty of separating biblical principles and cultural
conditioning in the whole realm of

enough emphasis on the needs

Mortenson. It was this concern,
shared by other Missionary Internship

American women met

decision together and take responsibility for

it

together.’

It’s

deepened

our marriage and communication.”

The

biblical

view

of

woman’s

role in

Christian ministry was a major topic
of discussion and study throughout
the workshop. Before the conference
the delegates read The Search for
God’s Ideal Woman by Dorothy Pape,
a TEAM missionary to the Far East.
Calvin Malefyt, pastor of University
Reformed Church in nearby Ann Arbor, spoke on the role of woman from
a biblical perspective, and Sandra
Flanigan, Inter-Varsity staff member
at the University of Michigan, led the
group in Bible study from Mark’s Gospel.

“We
iar

Christians tend to cling to familtraditions when we’re facing

wrenching

social change,” said Dr.
Malefyt. “This may not be where the
Lord is. The teaching of Scripture is
not a law in defense of where we are,

n

lit

“Those who are dogmatic are under-

through a glass
darkly,’ and need to be open to con-

tinuing discussion.”

areas.

scoring their wrongness and their
unteachableness. Even though we dis-

mate

agree,

growth and self-realization.”
Luke 4:18-21 that he
came to liberate those in bondage. Dr.
Malefyt emphasized that as followers
for

Jesus said in

of Christ

also

—we

we

love.

our greatest

We

still

command

to

is

‘see

13

are called to be liberators

should

marshal

our

re-

sources to offset the consequences of
sin in every area of life.

“I’m against a patriarchal hangover in
the way we look at woman’s role,”
said Dr. Malefyt. “We must be consistent.
For example, either women
should not speak at all in the
church and that includes singing,
teaching, speaking overseas, and so
on or we must look at it differently.”
Paul’s teaching on relationships tells
us that we who have liberty in Christ
should never abuse it, but rather
should be sensitive to each other.

—

—

“We need to have all humility when
we talk about this,” he said, noting
Christian authors hold widely
divergent views on the subject.

that

—

unfamiliar surroundings which they
don’t feel free to share with other
missionaries or which have no apparent solution. The women decided to
look for causitive factors with an eye
to helping married women in these

but is meant to lead us to God. ‘Where
the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
liberty.’ Christianity provides a cli-

During the

final

two workshop

ses-

sions the delegates again divided into
study groups on subjects of mutual
concern. One group discussed the
problems faced overseas by single
missionaries. They saw a need for
Christians to recognize that the single
woman fulfilling God’s will for her
life is a complete person as she is.

“Completeness comes through

rela-

tionship with Jesus Christ,” they said.
“It is not a result of an external alliance.”

At both workshops delegates expressed concern that so few women are
involved in leadership and decisionmaking roles in mission organizations. “There is pressure from women
in our mission for more of an opportunity to express themselves and use
their abilities more fully,” said one
delegate. “The mission is open to this,
but is looking for guidance on how
best to proceed.”

A spokeswoman
put

Another group discussed the difficulfaced by married women missionaries. Most of these women, it was
ties

experience emotional struggles
with some major aspect of life
overseas children’s education, for
example, or setting up a home in
felt,

—

it

this

for one study group
way: “Because all Chris-

tians are responsible to use the gifts
God has given them, we are con-

cerned that women in Christian ministries be encouraged to develop their
gifts fully and be given opportunities
to exercise them within the body of
Christ.”

FOR THIS
CROSS I’LL

lays down a principle that
absolutely essential in seeking to
bring the gospel to others: “Before you
really understand a people, don’t
judge.” A necessary ingredient in this
process of understanding is a knowledge of the language. The greater our
ability to communicate, the greater
our understanding. In chapter thir-

The author
is

KILL YOU
TEAM startino
positions

“Discouragement,” Olson is
found observing various activities
such as women weaving and men
making arrows, and communal relationships, living, and interaction.
These observations would prove
teen,

you

could step into
The south

coast of Irian Jaya is rugged,
isolated country. Missionaries working

at

helpful in later introducing the Motilone people to Jesus Christ. Olson’s
longing to be a part of the tribe and
thus gain a hearing for the good news
is evidenced by his making a pact
with Bobby as described in chapter
fourteen.

the hospital and on other remote

depend on engines and machines for everyday tasks. They need a
skilled mechanic to travel throughout
the south coast repairing and maintainstations

ing these machines. Experience
motor repair is important, too.

in boat

Missionaries are looking for a young
couple who can bridge the gap between
Christian students and churches in Por-

jump

missionary

right into the

in

Trinidad

truly

for

can

work because the

evangelism

and church

planting.

Reviewed by Henry Bock,
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Austrian missionaries want recruits to
work with the large Yugoslavian population in Vienna. The Yugoslavs come
to Austria looking for work. Church
planters working with them would
learn both German and Serbo-Croatian.
Interested in literature? Writers, litera-

ture coordinators, bookstore managers,
salespeople, printers, and editors are
just

a

few

TEAM’S

of the

literature

positions open in
work around the

world.

TEAM

1,000 committed evangelical
Christians hard at work in 24 world
areas doing whatever it takes to win
men and women to the Savior and
build strong churches that reach out to
is

To learn more about us, about
openings mentioned above, or
about many others, write
others.

the

Michael Pocock, TEAM, P.O. Box
969, Wheaton, Illinois 60187, or call
(312) 653-5300.
U.S.:

Canada: Gerald Morehouse, TEAM, 189
High Park Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6P
2S3, or call (416) 762-6741.

health

knows

—

the people, the cultural

background, and any possible conflict
with Christian principles or possible

national language is English. Trinidad’s
field council is looking for a person to
develop Christian education programs
in the churches. Five couples are also

needed

public

—

and the students to the churches. Open
homes are one key to good interaction.
Are you ready for a job like this?

A new

of introducing

new medicines and

measures by gaining the cooperation
of influential leaders
the witch doctor, for instance
may seem risky to
some. However, when the missionary

Youth workers will have to interthe church to university students

tugal.

pret

The author’s methods

Jr.

The

missionary exploits of Bruce
Olson are thrilling to say the least.
Having read of the varied experiences
of the apostle Paul, one is tempted to
say, “Here is a modern-day Paul.”
believe it is fair to state that Olson
seeks to dispel from our minds, and
that most adequately and convincingly, that he has any desire to transplant
American culture or even religious
customs which are primarily concerned with form.

deterring implications, this method
can be used to excellent advantage.
Olson’s experience with the witch
doctor is a case in point. “In a few
years there were eight health stations
(one in each home) that gave shots,
antibiotics, and other medicines. Each
home developed its own agriculture
system as well, and eventually
schools were established.” These
health centers, farms, and schools
were staffed by Motilone Indians.

I

The reader

is

first

introduced

to his

basic approach and methodology in

chapter five when Olson met some
Indians who befriended him on South
America’s Orinoco River. These Indians criticized those of their own tribe
who were associated with missionaries because the “converted” Indians
had rejected those cultural ways
which could easily be adapted their
type of singing, dress, and even the
construction of a church building.

—

the indigenous principle efOlson gives the
reasons for success first of all, the
Indians were never asked to give up

Here

is

fectively put to work.

—

their

own

culture for the white man’s.

The second, he states, is that without
the work of the Spirit of God there
“would have been no real or lasting
development.” In 1970 a government
commission found the Motilone Indians wholly responsible for these several activities.

The author, having been engaged

in

and literacy work, had
naturally turned to the younger as

translation

likely prospects for training.

Howev-

unrest and dissatisfaction came
upon the elders who forced the author
to teach them first. Again, a valuable
er,

"

lesson was learned which added to
tribal unity: never neglect or overlook
those who exercise tribal authority.

was reminded of Don Richardson’s
Peace Child and the discovery of redemptive analogies when Bruce
Olson told of the Motilone legend of
how they were deceived and as a
result lost contact with God. The Indians’ use of the banana stalk and relatI

ing this to the Scriptures; their legend
about a man who had become an ant,
corresponding to God becoming incarnate; the use of the wild boar skin
to cover the ears from evil spirits as
compared to the blood of Christ covering sin; and the concept of language
being the very essence of life: all
contributed to a fuller understanding
of what it would mean for a Motilone

walk Jesus’ trail. Those who would
truly follow our Lord must tie their
to

hammock

limited experience in

must say that Bruce
Olson’s approach and methods paralJaya,

At a loss for direction in

life?

TEAM’S

Chart-a-Course poster
gives suggestions for adding a global

dimension

to

your

life.

Whether

mine. I believe that Olson’s
methods have proven to be effective
and have certainly not been a means
or even of a breakculture without providing
equivalents.
of divisiveness
of

integrate
spiritual

global concern into your
development. The four-foot-

wide poster is great as a wall display.
Send your name, address, and 500 to
TEAM, P.O. Box 969, Wheaton, IL
60187.

John Herman
Caronport, Saskatchewan

Detail from poster

Mature appraisal
Congratulations on Wherever. It’s
and mature in content as it is

as solid

contemporary and scintillating in art
and style. TEAM will win praise and
appreciation for

Do

my

I

have

venture.

its

to

change the date on

birth certificate to get a subscrip-

tion?

Bob Coote

As important

as anthropological observations are to a fuller understanding of a people, neither Bruce nor any
other missionary will ever accomplish a lasting and durable work unless the Spirit of God has brought
regeneration and is allowed to control
the life. This Olson recognized, and
therefore the church of Jesus Christ as
planted in the Motilone tribe will
progress even when the missionary is
gone. This is further testimony to the
fact that

God’s

way

Partnership in Mission
Abington, Pennsylvania

Non-stop performance
I thoroughly enjoy your magazine
and appreciate its insights. I just read
the winter issue from cover to cover.
Please send it to two of my friends
and to my brother. Thank you.
Elizabeth Rees

Oak Lawn,

Illinois

who

does God’s work in
gets His results.

one

Those anthropologists who are antimissionary, for whatever reason, have
no need to fault Bruce Olson for his
methods and approach to these
stone-age peoples. The results are
plain for

all to see.

Henry Bock and his wife Marjorie worked
among the Manikion people of Irian Jaya
for 15 years as TEAM missionaries. Henry
is now pastor of West Buxton Baptist
Church in West Buxton, Maine.
For This Cross I'll Kill You. by Bruce Olson, is available
from your bookstore or from Creation House. Inc., 499
Gundersen Drive. Carol Stream, IL 60187. Cost is $4 95
postpaid.
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THEY'RE CALLED

PIPES... MOST

or

not you’re thinking of a career in
missions, the poster will help you to

I

leled

down

to earth
I’m glad to see such a great Christian magazine and down to earth for
the Lord of course. Please send me
your magazine as I’m a student under
thirty years old and will probably be
here at the Briercrest Bible Institute
for the next three years.
If you need a few Christian jokes I
may send some in as I believe the
Lord is very serious in a humorous
sort of way at times.

strings into Jesus.

From my own
Irian

Down

CHUfVMS HAVE THEM RACK

IN

THE US.

distinctive difference between these
two forms of mysticism is that in the
latter form the person or object of the
communion is unknown. In the for-

MYSTAGOGUE

MUDDLE

mer, communion is with the God revealed in the Bible. That communion
is also motivated and bounded by
God’s Holy Spirit, a wholesome and

The mystagogues will get you
if you don’t watch out.

safe control.

One form

God. The other

is

leads home to
the dead-end street

of the occult.

The world is full of muddles. Muddles are made by people. Because
there are many kinds of people there
are many kinds of muddles.

An example of the most malicious
mystagoguery is the confusing, false,

Here we will concern ourselves only
with the mystagogue muddle. A mystagogue is not the same as a synagogue. Mystagogues may, nevertheless, be found in synagogues. But

foggy clouds that the chief mystagogue, Satan, has cast over the spiritual call to overseas missionary service.

more often they inhabit churches. The
hallmark of a muddle is that it is not
easily understood. The mystagogue
muddle is 14-karat gold because nobody understands it.

element in the most genuine of spiritual callings recorded in the Scriptures, but obedience to those calls
always resulted in sane, sound, and
sweet blessings from God. Even a secular authority like Webster makes a

Granted, there

is

a certain mystical

The reason the muddle under consideration defies understanding is that it
is perpetrated by mystagogues. It also
breeds confusion for several other reasons which are not clear. Actually it
smacks of reasons which are unreasonable.

A

certain

well-known word handler,

Mr. Webster by name, says that the
verb muddle means “to befog, stupefy, to mix confusedly, to make a mess
of.” The noun means “a state of mental confusion, a confused mess.” This
same Mr. Word-Handler says that a

between two aspects
explains true mysticism as “having a spiritual meaning
clear distinction

neither apparent to
the senses, nor obvious to the intelligence relating to, or resulting from, an
individual’s direct communion with
God.” He indicates another type not
based on communion with God, “a
theory postulating the possibility of
direct and intuitive acquisitions of

clear that a

a confused
mess. It also seems evident that the
mystagogue’s victims have been
grievously confused and are groping
about in a state of stupefication.

SOI
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ineffable

He

is

knowledge and power.” The

pajsanbaj uopoajjoo 6ZSS w-ioj

Z8109

—a

religious

alone and cannot fully understand.”

A

case in point

is

Jonah’s call to

Ninevah. He tried to rule out the mysterious truth God had revealed to him.
It didn’t seem reasonable to Jonah that
God had called him, and nobody else,
to evangelize the degraded gentiles of
that wicked city. But God followed
through on his calling. By a series of
rather mysterious means, including a
fishy hyper-burp, Jonah was brought
to know the reality of his call even
though he never did really underit.

into

which

missionary calling has been
scrambled is not helped by making a

or reality that

a great help to

“mystery

man can know by revelation

the

tical doctrines.”

They make it crystal
mystagogue muddle is

truth that

The mystagogue muddle

of the mystical.

us.

lar definition:

stand

mystagogue is “one who initiates into
a mystery cult, a disseminator of mys-

These definitions are

To deny that the missionary call has a
genuine, fundamental mystique about
it would be unscriptural. On the other
hand, seeking to decipher the mystical elements of a spiritual call while
ignoring the Bible would be foolhardy. The mystery aspect of the divine
calling is supported even by secu-
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joke

of

snow

flies

spiritual
I

calls.

“When

the

feel called to Florida,” or,

called to ask that girl for a
date,” or, “I feel called to buy a new
Cadillac,” or, “I don’t feel called to
“I feel

study in the library.” When the call of
God becomes a laughing matter the
Chief Mystagogue laughs last and
loudest.

When

Christians quietly ne-

glect the high calling of God, the mys-

—

tagogues don’t laugh they just smile
and say, “Join the club.”

—
N*t
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T
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WOULD

Different Opinion

not want

Monday Morning

to

become

forum

a

for

those of us of Latin background to air our differences. However,

1

Arturo Archuleta,
22, said a

communication

in his

number of

in

Monday Morning

Sept.

things that need answering.

The article expresses a view
among many members of so called

that seems to be

minorities,

i.e.,

"the in thing”

that

Anglo-Ameri-

cans in general have always tried to rob us of our cultural heritage.
It is

true that

some Anglos are provincial and even stupid

dealings with non-Anglos.

have found

this

am

thankful that

in

my

in their

experience

I

kind of Anglo a very small minority. Given half a

chance they are a
I

I

warm and

friendly people.

strongly disagree with the idea that

Anglo missionaries

Southwest have practiced "systematic cultural genocide”

in the

in the

name

of evangelism. In our section of the Southwest the Anglo missionar-

found our Spanish-speaking communities 300 years behind the
of the country. Neither the government nor the predominant
church had done much to help us come awake. We were indeed
ies

rest

what Dr. George Sanchez

said, "a forgotten people.” Protestant mis-

sionaries preached, with their lives

and words, a gospel of love. In
at one time had close to 40

our area the United Presbyterian Church

day schools plus two boarding high schools. The public school

tem was

practically non-existent at the time.

those Protestant schools

doomed

we who were young

to continue living

in

Had

it

sys-

not been for

then would have been

the middle ages where, apparently,

poverty and servility for certain segments of

were considered
Americanism
they did it because they were proud of being a part of a government
that, in spite of many glaring inconsistencies, was and is still the
best form of government dreamed by the human mind.
Rev. Julian
Duran, Honorably Retired, Albuquerque, N.M.
the will of

(We

God.

happen

If these missionaries

to think that

for discussion on

all

society'

also preached

"Monday Morning” should

be a forum

kinds of subjects, a place for airing differences,

and expressing opinions.

If the

magazine has any genius,

it' s

a com-

bination of the above. Editors.)
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Mr. Nehru's in Parliament in August which was concerned with the problem of Goa
Mr. Nehru said that he deeply regretted
and of Portuguese possessions in India.
the way in which the Portuguese Government had tiled to make the question of Goa

The topmost Catholic leaders in India had expressed themfreedom movement for Goa (the Christians in Goa are althe
favouring
as
selves
Catholic).
Mr. Nehru said that Christianity had come to India
most all Roman
He wanted members of Parliament
or to Europe.
went
to
Portugal
long before it
a
foreign
was
not
religion but was as much an
that
Christianity
to remember
had
been
in
It
India
for the last 1,900 years,
other.
as
any
Indian religion
say,
He
went
on
"As
a
to
matter of fact, if I may
India.
especially in South
religious
it
this
bias,
giving
the Portuguese Governby
another
way,
it
put
in
ment or the Portuguese Prime Minister has done no service to Catholicism in India
because he is associating Roman Catholicism with colonialian. It is a bad thing
A religion must stand on its own, not as part of a polifor Roman Catholicism.
tical doctrine or under the umbrella of a colonial Power."
a religious issue.

in recognizing, however, the opposition brought to bear on the expanding program
of the Church, Church leaders meeting in Bangalore in April had this to say:

;

i

'

There is a fundamental difference between the way in which the
Christian understands the right of propagation guaranteed "To all
persons" by the Constitution of India, and the interpretation the
Hindu has put forward and some government spokesmen have upheld.
Hindu thinking on this subject is largely conditioned by the traditional belief that G-od is unknowable, that all religions are partly
true and partly false, and that no one religion can claim to have
The Hindu view of tolerance is based on his conthe whole Truth.
tention that all religions are equal, in that all are ways to God,
thus making a change of community unnecessary, and indeed unfair
Thus,
and contrary to the true interests of national society.
the
that
is in
truth
propagation for the Hindu is the preaching of
a religion without requiring anyone who accepts it to change his
But for the Christian, propagareligious and social affiliation.
tion is the whole process of preaching, conversion and reception
The right to propainto the fellowship of the Christian Church
gate is ultimately derived, not from the State but from God Who
has created all .men to act freely. It refers to the freedom which
every man should have to change his fundamental belief and be converted.
It is not man that converts, but God Whose Spirit works in
the hearts of those to whom the Gospel, which has been given to all
men, has been proclaimed.
We are but the instruments in His hands
for that proclamation
(N.C.C. Review )
.

India is a most interesting place. From having been a colony less than ten years
ago, she has been thrust into a position of leadership in the world as an independent nation.
The problems she faces are enormous, and the demands made upon
her by other nations are tremendous.
Powerful forces are at work trying to capture her political allegiance. Publications from America indicate a belief on
the part of some people there that India has already gone Communist. That is
quite wrong.
Some of the most scathing articles against Communism I had read
have appeared in the largest newspaper in Northern India.
Communist leaders are
often put into jail. That Party may grow in influence until it commands a certain percentage of votes as it does in France and Italy, for example but India
will not quickly place herself under another ruler, having just secured her freedom a few years ago. We have our thinking sharpened occasionally through talks
with young people who are radically inclined, but that is all to the good. We
have had to think a good deal this year over the question of what we are here to
do and why we have come.
Our future work may be uncertain and the results of our
labor are not clear, but we have been reminded of Jesus' words again, "Seek ye
first the Kingdom of God".
So we shall continue to seek for that Kingdom for
ourselves and for the Church in India during the coming year. We commend this
search to you and ask for your prayers. May you have a truly Merry Christmas,
a vision of the Christ-Child reborn in your hearts, and a sense of His guidance
throughout the coming year. Good to have news of you through the Dobsons

—

we are moving back to Moga

—

Chuck, Kittu, Dorothy, Bill, and Patty Riddle
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KIANG WEN HAN ON IMPERIALISM
Since the last issue of the Bulletin, your editor has had opportunity to read more carefully
Wen-han reported on there from Tien Feng for February 10, and feels that
some sections of it should be quoted in full.
the article by Kiang

In confirmation of his charge that “The mission board system was a tool of imperialism”,
Kiang has the following paragraph, indicative of the way in which past history is being combed
for evidence against missionaries and mission boards, “The missionaries were all sent by mission
boards. In America there is an over-all organization called the Foreign Missions Conference of

North America (Old name of our present Division of Foreign Missions. Ed.) Within this organization there is a committee called Committee on Missions and Governments, and this Committee keeps up a close connection with the State Department. From the annual reports of this Conference we learn that this Committee made the following statement about the September 18,
1931 incident in China: ‘We have received many telegrams and reports about this matter, many
of them first-hand reports, and these we have promptly forwarded to the State Department in
Washington.
(1932 Report page 32) It is apparent that those telegrams and reports all came
from missionaries, and that their contents were political and not religious.”
’

to make the charge that even the indigenous sects, such as Little Flock and the
were also agents of imperialism. Then he turns to the ecumenical agencies of
the church, and charges that they are all under the domination of American imperialism. “Since
World War II American imperialism has used every Christian organization of an international
character, and has called together a number of meetings about Southeast Asia, in which Communism is presented as a problem, a threat, or a challenge, so as to conceal the actuality of
American imperialist aggression against the whole world. The slogans “World Church” and
“Church Unity” are used to get Christians in colonial and semi-colonial countries to be traitors
to their own country and be obedient to American imperialism while they mouth such claims as
“Christ is the hope of the world”, and “The kingdom of God shall overcome the world”, and
in fact American imperialism is hiding behind these slogans and plotting to seize control of missionary work throughout the world, so that “world-wide Christian influence” might be better organized, and be made over into a tool for their use in world politics. ”

He goes on

Jesus Family,

charge he quotes the experience of India, where the number of
amount of American missionary grants, has increased
greatly since World War II in comparison with that from other countries. He goes on to point
out how militaristic Billy Graham’s five-point plan for world peace is. He then refers to the
In support of this last

American

missionaries, and especially the

Issued bi-weekly to keep mission boards and missionaries informed on Christian work in China.

Information from Chinese church magazines and other Chinese sources is passed on as objectively as possible, with a minimum of interpretation. When interpretation is necessary, it is enclosed in parentheses as the comment of the editor. ANNUAL RATES: Domestic, $2.00; Overseas, Firstclass $4.00, Secondclass $3.00.
Airmail $5.00 in 150 zone, $7.00 in 250 zone.

incidents involving Suez and Hungary, and charges that both the World Council and the American National Council of Churches were biased in their judgments on these incidents. He quotes
a cordial interchange of letters between the Church Councils of Britain and America and concludes, “From this interchange of letters we can see that what American and British churches
”
are interested in is not international justice, but mutual support in injustice.

in

The last section of the
some detail. He says:

article

is

entitled

What We Must Recognize, and should be quoted

“First, according to the facts of history, we cannot but affirm that all the missionaries
under Western mission boards are servants of imperialism, and must therefore be considered as
imperialistic elements. We do not deny that there are many good Christians in America, who
give generously to support the missionary enterprise. But because the mission boards themselves are tools of imperialism, therefore all this money in the hands of these boards becomes
only an instrument of aggression. The reactionary nature of the mission boards has also its
negative aspect, and that is that any missionary who does not accept the political point of
view of the mission boards will be persecuted and finally dismissed, as for example happened to
James Endicott. We also cannot forget that the missionaries who withdrew from China before
and after Liberation are many of them continuing to work against us and belittle us, instead of
considering that we are brethren together in the Lord and so having sympathy with us. They
say that we have ‘compromised’ or ‘sold out’, that we are ‘ungrateful’, that we ‘lack theology’,
that our faith has been perverted, that we are ‘living under repression’, that we have ‘only a
limited freedom’, etc. Their concern is not with religion but with politics.

“Among

remains a mistaken point of view about the missionaries.
were imperialist elements, but actually they did
bring us the Gospel, so that we may apply to them the words of Paul, Whether in pretense or
in truth, Christ is proclaimed, and in that I rejoice.
The postman who brings a letter may
be a bad man, but if the letter he brings is a good letter, that is the important thing. But according to this way of thinking, it is not imperialism that uses Christianity, but Christianity
that uses imperialism. Is that not a monstrous supposition? When Judas betrayed his Lord,
could he dare say that God had used him to fulfil His plan for the salvation of mankind? And
again, if the postman is a bad man, you cannot be sure that he will deliver the letter. Then
there are some who in the past have received small favors from missionaries, which they remember with gratitude. But I answer that justice is more important than personal favors. Will
you because of some small personal favor you have received forget the aggression and injustice
which your whole nation has suffered?

They

say,

‘It is

our brethren there

still

true that the missionaries

’

“Secondly, we must recognize that

all international Christian organizations

today are in

American imperialism, and
New China. ” He goes on to sup-

finances, personnel and policy under the control and influence of

therefore are anti -Communist, anti -Russian, and hostile to

port this charge by referring to the “reactionary attitude of the World Council of Churches” as
shown in its pronouncements on Hungary, and by citing the
invitation to Taipei to par-

YMCA

meeting in Paris in 1955, pointing out that in that meeting the
Nationalist flag was displayed and the Chinese Communist flag taken down, and in the program
Communism was expressly condemned.
ticipate in the centennial

A

third

example

is

the World Lutheran Federation, and of this he says, “In the summer
met in America. In the preparation they wrote to the

of 1957, the World Lutheran Federation

Chinese Lutheran Church inviting it to participate. But in the letter they called Chairman Yu
Yuin ‘Acting Chairman’, and indicated that the Chinese delegates would only be fraternal
delegates, or visitors. Is that not an expression of American politics? Is there any respect for
the Chinese Lutheran Church in that letter?”

The

study session in Peking at which this speech was

that there was

made

last

November had shown

and so he concludes
speech with these words: “We must continue to expose those rightists who are willing to be
running dogs for imperialism, and who wearing the cloak of religion attack the Communist
Party and socialism. Then too we must continue to reform ourselves, and in our thinking and
”
our affections root out every vestige of imperialism.
his

still

a great deal of “rightist” thought within the church,

'
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Missionaries, in
By

JONATHAN KANDELL

Sp«a»l to The New York Tlmei

—

YARINACOCHA, Peru
Brown-skinned children dived

into the green -Ucayali River
to escape the. mosquitoes
swarming out of the jungle

underbrush. Older Indians in
dugout canoes stared silently
at the waters, waiting for the
fish to enter the crude string
nets.
It

was

a timeless

Amazon

scene except for the distant
sound of piano music and

hymns.
the red dirt road, a few

Up

hundred yards from the
and
children
blond

river,
fair-

blue
in
parents,
skinned
jeans and long cotton dress-

crowded into a large,
plain wooden chapel for Sunday services.
New families and visitors

es,

up from the wooden

stood

benches to introduce themselves, and then the preacher
gave a Bible-thumping Funsermon puncdamentalist
tuated by innocent humor
and earnest exhortations.
Spectacular Growth
has become

Yarinacocha

the largest and most important foreign missionary center in South America. In the
last 10 years the number of
foreign missionary families
in Peru has'risen from 150 to
550, with most of them connected with tills base camp
on the outskirts of Pucallpa,
500 miles northeast of Lima.

The growth

One

of

six

activity in

planes

owned and

The Summer

Image

The New York Tlmes/Feb.

19, 1975

Yarinacocha is largest
foreign missionary center in South America.

The image
istic.

of the paternalevangelist missionary

intent on teaching his Indian
charees Christian doctrine as
quickly as possible had already begun to vanish.
Nowadays missionaries are
more likely to be taken for
linguists, anthropologists

technicians

and

clergymen.

than

Even some. of their detractors
acknowledge that they have
transformed themselves into
often-indispensable

buffers

and mixedblood societies on the one
hand and indigenous groups
on the other.

between

white

The missionary center here
in

Summer
tics,

is

known

as the
Institute of Linguisa nondenominational

Yarinacocha.

Institute has

translated and given written
form to 36 Peruvian Amazon
dialects, with the translation

tivity

A Fading

by missionaries

which Indians are served. Efforts are made

of missionary ac-

has been almost as
spectacular elsewhere in the
hinterlands of the continent.
Missionaries have carried
their message into the last
redoubts of Indian civilization at a time when criticism of their activity has
Nationalist
sharply.
risen
groups have called for their
Anthropologists,
expulsion.
arguing that the missionaries
continue to preach cultural
superiority, accuse them of
weakening Indian societies.
Leftists have asserted that
they are spearheading capto develop
italist attempts
the neglected heartland of
Latin America.

piloted

group with more than 3,000
members in 28 countries.
Jerry

a
the

Elder,

who heads

Californian
26-year-old

Yarinacocha camp, said:
“There is an assumption
that people like us are imposing Western cultural viewpoints on Indians who are
helpless against us. But is it
really possible for any culture to exist in isolation? The
Indians are being exposed to
disease, commerce, military
efforts, and their only hope is
for somebody to get here early enough and give them a
respect for their language
and the culture to withstand
these outside forces.”

of the Bible into local languages the ultimate aim.
Beyond this, the missionaries
have trained teachers and
community leaders to make
use of legal and political
protect their
to
channels
tribes against white settlers,
merchants and poachers.
In some cases efforts have
also been made to develop
agriculture and simple industries such as lumbering and
handicrafts that will enable
tiie communities to survive.
"The last thing we want to
see happen is for Indians to
the towns and
into
drift
Elder said.
Mr.
farms,”
"Their best chance of surviv-

within their own communities."
A radio network set up by
the institute is the most efal

is

fective

communication

sys-

tem throughout Peru’s vast
Amazon jungle. The six
planes owned and piloted by
the missionaries are the most
reliable means of transportanot only for the institute’s members, but for Peruvian border guards, governtion

ment

officials, military

com-

manders, doctors and technicians.

;

Government

officials live in

the Yarinacocha camp, and
missionary leaders have their
offices in the Education Ministry in Lima.

Probably
other

more than

any

on

the

govcernment

center of missionary
arriving at Yarinacocha, Peru, a
engulfed by outsiders.
to help the people resist being

Peruvian
has

leftist

continent the

Government
protect and

military

foster
sought to
the development of the Inrelied
has
dian population. It
heavily on the missionaries
to explain and translate new
laws and decrees giving the
Indians full citizenship and

propertv rights.
Nonetheless, the paternalimage of missionary
istic
work has grated on some

whose own

critics,

tives have at times
impractical.

alterna-

seemed

gress

for

America,

which draws on radical anthropologists,
”
.

_

•

academics

in

3®

sociologists,

Ti.iinj
United
took the
_

the

States,

recently

Summer

Institute of Linguis-

resistance

and urged armed
South
help
to

American

Indians

tics to task

protect

their way of life.
"It would appear then that
those who work in the real

indigenous
of
peoples would, first, in the
short run, support resistance
against immediate encroachments,” it said in a report.
"Second, they would work to
incorporate the isolated dewhich
struggles,
fensive
seem to face insuperable
odds, into a long-term fight
cxploi
of expiuithe system or
against tne
tation which perpetrates the
continuing assault on indigenous lands and rights.”
Anthropologists have urged
that Indian lands be declared
off bounds to outside devel-

interests

.

in

an attempt to

pre-.

••

serve indigenous cultures.
But in a developing nation
little
is
uiwe
there
Peru
reru
like

.

chance that mch argtmenU
nazon
wili be heeded. The Ai
jungles straddle more than
half the country, and a toilunde
lion-dollar effort is
,

wav

pe-

exploit

to

there

,

troleum reserves and recover
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OUTLINES OF THE DEEDS OF JESUS

Those who know Ts'ai Chih-ch*uan (Felix Ts’ai), Y.M.C.A. Secretary of
Nanchang, will not be surprised to hear that an article by him under the above title
in the January 5 and 12 numbers of Tien Feng has more of a Christian spirit than the
usual run of Tien Feng articles. It of course recognizes the good qualities of the
present regime; it would not have been published otherwise. But it has a definite
evangelical and Christian character. It points out that the Gospel of Christ 1. Is
revolutionary, 2. Is for the common man, and 3. Emphasizes service, 4 . Sacrifice,
There is none of tho ranting common in so many of the articles in Tien
5. and Love.
Feng and therefore the criticism in the following words is all the more biting:
"Christianity was brought to China from capitalist countries, and so it has all the
color of capitalism. When we speak of a church, we think of a richly adorned western
type church building, a pastor in western dress and leather shoes, a group of well-todo church members, and extravagant entertaining. This is to change the very substance
of Christianity." He concludes by saying, "Jesus not only preached service, sacrifice, and love, he lived it.
In this new age, when we have been released from
American imperialism, we must be baptised anew, learn to combine love of country with
love of church, combine faith and practice, face towards Jesus, learn of Jesus, have
the mind of Jesus, and have the deeds of Jesus; thus becoming salt and light, that
others seeing our good deeds may glorify our Heavenly Father. We must use the
Three-Self Movement to work earnestly for the establishment of a real people* s church.
,

THE NEW MARRIAGE LAW
Considerable emphasis is given in recent numbers of Tien Feng and The
Farmer to implementation of the new marriage laws. Women are everywhere being encouraged to divorce husbands who do not treat them properly, and the complete equality of the sexes is being urged. Shih Ch’eng-huei writes in the January 12 Tien
Feng : "Some preachers distort the Bible by emphasizing the supremacy of the husband.
To do this is feudalism. We hear that there are even some churches where they will
not allow women to lead the singing, because that would place them above their
brethren. Some churches even arrange marriages between ycung people who do not know
or love each other. This must be corrected." Similarly The Farmer has a two page
series of cartoons showing how two young people get to know each other in their work,
&nd then get married without listening to the objections of parents or family. It is
significant that in these discussions no suggestion is made of a Christian ceremony,
and it seems to be implied that it is unnecessary; the government registration of the
marriage is all that is required.
PUBLICATI O NS IN CHINA
En Yu (Friends in Grace) , a little magazine by the students of the Yenching
School of Religion, was suspended after the February 1951 issue for lack of funds.
The note sent out at that time announcing the suspension held out the hope that
publication would be resumed if funds could be secured.
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Wang Chih-hsin, veteran professor from the University of Shanghai, and
more recently professor of Church History and Chinese in Nanking Theological Seminary,
has an article in Tien Feng for January 5 urging every owner of a copy of his
"History of Christianity in China" to destroy it. This book, written some years ago,
committed the serious error of giving too much honor and credit to the work of foreign
missionaries. At first he thought of revising the book, but then he realized that
it is "full of hundreds of holes and thousands of boils", and so the only thing to do
is to suppress it.
The China Sunday School Union and the Baptist Publication Society in
Shanghai published in December the first quarter’ s material for Sunday School use on
three levels. Advanced, Elementary, and People's. The contents combine the new
patriotism with Bible interpretation. The announcement states that they received
from the Three-Self Preparatory Committee much direction and help in the preparation
of the material.
The January 12 number of Tien Feng gives a list of materials available for
anti-imperialist studies in local churches, as recommended by the Three-Self Preparatory Committee. The books or pamphlets listed are as follows*
"How America Used Religion in its Aggression against China". New Times
Study Series Number 9, Association Press.
"A Short History of American Aggression against China" by Liu Ta-nien.
Published by New China Book Store (an official government organization)
"What Christians Should Know about America" New Times Study Second Series
Number 2. Association Press.
"Discussion of the Treatment of Christian Organizations Receiving Help from
America" by Lu Ting-i (Minister of Propaganda). In Tien Feng . Numbers 262-263.
"Denunciation of American Imperialism" by Y. T. Wu. In Tien Feng
Numbers 268,269.
"Christians Must Sever all Connections with American Imperialism" People’
Publication Society (a government organization).
"American Imperialism Using Religion as a Tool of Aggression", People’s
Publication Society.
"Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung", referred to in Bulletin #123 (Note
erratum in that news item: Feng Yu-lan' s History of Chinese Philosophy was translated
into English by Derk Bodde.)
has been studied in Hongkong, and a significant deletion noted. In a 1927 report Mao had estimated the relative importance of rural and
urban revolutionary elements as 70% and 30% respectively. In the present reprint this
estimate is omitted. Does this indicate that Mao is becoming more orthodox, from a
European Communist point of view?
,

Fei Hsiao-t'ung, noted Chinese sociologist, has an article in the December
and January numbers of the China Monthly Review on "Minority Groups in Kweichow
Province", based on personal study in that province during 1950.

A copy of the revived Chinese Farmer is now at hand, the one for December
(Vol.
It is a well printed magazine of 20 pages, about 7 x 92
15, 1951
17, No. 4) .
inches in size. Besides Christmas and other articles and news of rural churches,
there is a women' s page, this time devoted to introducing "our Vice-president Sung
Ch' ing-ling (Madame Sun Yat-sen)", and a two-page cartoon section telling a story in
12 pictures.
24 numbers a year are produced, at a subscription rate of ¥20,000. No
foreign rate is announced. ( Tien Feng announces ¥40,000 a year for 50 numbers, with
double rate for sending abroad.)
The January 1 number of this magazine has an article by Chao Pei-wu, a
Lutheran evangelist on the subject, "The Church of China Must Begin Anew". In it he
says, "The People's Church of China from today must have a new beginning,- with one
name, one hymn book, and under one leadership.
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MISSIONARY NEWS
Eighteen CIM missionaries were still in China on January 28.
A letter from Bishop Carleton Lacy in Foochow, written on December 1,
just ten days before his death there, has recently been received. The following
quotes are of general interest, ’’The authorities have assured me that my permit will
be granted.
But they have not said when, and I am having a hard time filling the
days until that permit comes. .There are not as many soldiers in the wards as there
were for awhile. Patients are all friendly, though I get a good deal of ribbing as
one of Truman’s sycophants."
.

A letter from Hugh Hubbard (Tunghsien.) says, "We had a quiet but pleasant Christmas, it being generally understood between our Chinese friends and ourselves that times are not favorable for the exchange of cards (we got 2) . .No word
regarding our permits, but it always seems to us that we will be given them in time,
when the authorities have investigated something or other to their heart’s content."
Hugh has two hobbies with which to pass the time of waiting, stamp-collecting and
astronomy.
.

Two Roman Catholic missionaries in Wuhu, Shu Tz’u-hsin and Tu Le-sa, were
sentenced to four and three years imprisonment respectively on December 24, for
"crimes" in connection with an orphanage in Wuhu.

Arms were found in two Roman Catholic churches in Taiyuan, and consequently the Italian bishop and various priests and nuns there were all arrested, according
to a New China News report of J anuary 13
A letter from the foreign staff of the Baillie School, Santan, Kansu, was
sent to American and Allied Servicemen in Korea on November 14, protesting the war
in Korea, and claiming that it is due to the machinations of capitalists. As proof
they point out that the stock market in New York goes up with news of war, and down
with news of peace. The letter is signed by Rewi Alley, M. Wilkinson, D. M. Kemp,
Hugh Elliot, Shirley Barton, W. Illseley, C. A. Curwen, N. Noguchi, and H. C. Archer.

CHURCH NEWS
The church in Nanyeng celebrated Christmas very simply, in accordance with
the current economy drive. Only ¥1000. (about four cents) was spent on the whole
celebration, and that was for a sheet of red paper for two scrolls with the inscriptions:
"Congratulations on the Birth of Jesus Christ" and "Increasing Strength for
the Preservation of Peace". The worship consisted of the singing of a hymn, a
prayer, and the Christmas story. Then there was a discussion of the reformation of
the church.

Similarly in Shanghai, at Moore Memorial Church a simple union service
was held, with about 1200 in attendance. There were Christmas carols and a
Christmas sermon. Special honor was accorded the 669 Christian families of Shanghai
who have sons or daughters in the Volunteer Army in Korea.
The Griffith John Church in Hankow has changed its name to the Glorious
Light (Jung Kuang) Church.

SCHOOL NEWS

The Ch’ang Chi (Worship Christ) College has been established in Hongkong.
include
Bishop Ronald Hall, Dr. E. E. Walline, and David W.K. Au.
Founders
President is Dr. Ying Lam Lee, former president of Lingnan University. The college
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opened in October with 46 students, and the number had increased by the end of
November to 70. The work of the college is done in rented quarters. Most of the
faculty were formerly in Christian colleges on the mainland. The United Board for
Christian Colleges in China has underwritten about half the budget for this year.
There was evidently more Christmas celebration in Communist China than
A letter from Yenching University, dated December 30, states,
"Christmas was something like it used to be at Yenching. The Messiah was sung on
the 24th in Ninde Kail Chapel. There was also carolling on the campus and open
house, but on a smaller scale. Ninde Hall (School of Religion) is full of Christmas
air - fully decorated with Christmas trees, flowers, pictures and writings - and is
still so now until after the New Year."
some had feared.

GENERAL NEWS
The Shanghai Military Control Commission has ruled that ships are not to
navigate in the port area between sunsent and sunrise.
Li Teh-chuan (Mrs. Feng Yii-hsiang) , a prominent Public Health specialist,
is now the Minister of Health. In the new English bi-monthly China Reconstructs
she writes on the subject "Health for All People". Evidently a very comprehensive
program of public health is being put into execution, including nurseries, hospitals,
sanitation and sewage control, etc.
723 hsien magistrates of North China met in conference in Peking last
September. All aspects of government reform on the hsien level were dismissed.
Democratic people s consultative councils are to be organized on all levels, hsien ,
cn'u and hsiang in order to raise the political consciousness of the people.
1

,

,

The General Goods Company, largest single wholesale and retail supplier
of consumer goods in Communist China, failed notably to meet its October sales
targets. The failure has been commented upon in the Communist press.

The government issued two new sets of commemorative stamps in December,
one commemorating the centenary of the Taiping Revolution, and the other the completion of agrarian reform.
The China Academy of Sciences (Chung-kwo K’o-hsueh Yuan) was organized in
1949 to replace the former Academia Sinica. Under the direction of Kuo Mo-jo, it is
pushing scientific study under five groups: Earth Science Group (Geology and
Geophysics), Physical Science Group (Modern Physics, Applied Physics), Chemical
Science Group (Physical Chemistry, Organic Chemistry) , Biological Science Group
(Physiology and Biochemistry, Experimental Biology, Hydrobiology, Systematic Botany,
Palaeontology) , Social Science Group (Archaeology, Linguistics and Philology, Modern
History, Social Research) . The sub-headings are the names of various Institutes
under each Group. A considerable number of scientific journals is being published
by the various Institutes.

The national donation for airplanes has reached the sum of four trillion
723 billion yuan, enough for 3154 fighter planes. This sum surpassed earlier
pledges by 1 %,
Kuo Mo-jo won the Stalin Peace Prize for 1951.

An earthquake in the Lichiang region of Yunnan on December 26 caused
widespread damage. The government immediately sent relief supplies to the stricken
region.
Francis P. Jones, Editor, China Bulletin
Wallace C. Merwin, Secretary, China Committee
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Responses to Unbelief: Crusades and Missions
JOHN
we pit Crusades against missions, it is obvious which one
Mennonites would prefer. To write about missions is much
and perhaps more edifying than to write about the
easier
Crusades. But the latter are too central in the history of
Western civilization and in the thought of most Westerners
since at least the year 1000 for us easily to avoid. Indeed, a
person may venture to suggest that Westerners still have the
If

—

—

crusading attitude too firmly imbedded

pense with Crusades without
Dwight Eisenhower entitled

in their

psyches to

at least a cursory

his

dis-

examination.

book about World

War

II

Oyer teaches history at Goshen (Ind.) College and is
Mennonite Quarterly Review. This article is the text of
a sermon preached December 6, 1981, at College Mennonite
Church, Goshen, Indiana, as a part of a series on church history.

John

S.

editor of
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OYER
Crusade

in

crusade.

More

Khomeini

Europe;

for

him

the

war against

Hitler

was indeed a

recently, Americans’ reactions against Ayatollah

certainly resemble those of a crusading mentality.

Crusades
Capture ofJerusalem
In July 1099, almost four years after Pope Urban II had
preached the First Crusade at Clermont in southern France,
the Crusaders finally reached Jerusalem. They went overland
through Asia Minor and down the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea, fighting many battles en route. They were electrified by the sight of the city; in their lively imaginations they
easily exchanged the earthly Jerusalem for the heavenly one;
they constantly expected miracles. They marched around the
city seven successive days, singing and praying as they went, in
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imitation of Joshua at Jericho (medieval people often found

But they marched in stifling midbiblical
day heat, at the height of summer, encased always in armor.
The Egyptian garrison on the walls and towers of the city were
stupefied at such folly, and they refused to shoot at them (those
Egyptians were more civilized than the Latin Westerners, or
the Asiatic Turks who had, recently pressed themselves into
power). But the Crusaders' derived intense inspiration from

models for

their acts).

marches and finally stormed the walls successfully.
Here is a description by an anonymous chronicler on the cap-

their

ture of Jerusalem:

But now that our men had possession of the walls and towers,
wonderful sights were to be seen. Some of our men (and this
was more mercifid) cut off the heads of their enemies; others
shot them with arrows, so that they fell from the towers;
others tortured them longer by casting them into the flames.
Piles of heads, hands and feet were to be seen in the streets of
the city. It was necessary to pick one’s way over the bodies of

But these were small matters compared to
what happened at the Temple of Solomon, a place where re-

men and
ligious

services

there P If

So

horses.

I tell

are ordinarily

the truth,

let it suffice to

say

will

it

this

What happened

chanted.

exceed your powers of belief.

much,

at least, that in the

Temple

the porch of Solomon, men rode in blood up to their
knees and bridle reins. Indeed, it was a just and splendid
judgment of God that this place should be filled with the
blood of the unbelievers, since it had suffered so long from

and

their blasphemies.

The

city

was

filled

with corpses and

blood. ...

Now

was taken,

it

was well worth

all

our pre-

and hardships to see the devotion of the pilgrims
Holy Sepulchre. How they rejoiced and exulted and
sang a new song to the Lord! For their hearts offered prayers
of praise to God, victorious and triumphant, which cannot be
vious labors

told in words.

A new

day,

new joy, new and

the consummation of our labor

from
be famous

forth

thousands of children of France led by a certain Stephen and
thousands of children of Germany led by a Nicholas marched
south to the Mediterranean Sea, expecting it to open for them
as the Red Sea had opened for Moses. Slave merchants took
5,000 of them aboard their ships and sold them to Moslems.

Eighteen years later one merchant reported, “In all these years
have not known one who is willing to lighten his lot as a slave
by accepting the faith in Mohammed and denying Christ’’
(Bainton 1969:96). They never saw the Holy Land, but they
I

kept the

all

new words and new

and

perpetual gladdevotion,

drew

songs. This day, I say, will

in all future ages, for it turned our labors and sorrows into joy and exultation ; this day, I say, marks the justification of all Christianity, the humiliation of paganism, and
the renewal of our faith. "This is the day the Lord hath
made, let us rejoice and be glad in it" (Krey 1958:261).

Subsequent crusades

Of

numbered Crusades from 1095 through 1270,
one succeeded through military means. In later
years the Latins lost Jerusalem and other strongholds and consequently mounted fresh crusades. For our purposes only a few
are worthy of comment.
The Fourth Crusade, 1202-04, was turned against the Greek
Christian Empire through the military conquest of Byzantium
(Constantinople). The Crusaders were exhilarated by their
booty: money, precious metals, and jewels; but especially a rich
treasury of Christian relics, the bones of countless known and
anonymous martyrs which they used to sanctify their home
the eight
first

churches.

cherishes the tale of the Pied Piper
Jesus’

from

this

ill-

Why

the Crusades
primary factor that gave rise to the Crusades was a fundamental lust for warfare, a bellicosity in a class of men whose
basic reason for existence was warfare. From approximately the
year 650 through approximately 1200, warfare or at least

A

jousting

—

—was

endemic

to

Western

century priest described his

who

own

society.

society as

An

early twelfth-

composed

of those

pray, fight, and work, in that order of importance. Nobles

tended to elevate fighters above pray-ers, but otherwise
everyone accepted that characterization of society. The nobles
met annually, often in an assembly called the Fields of March
(month, but also for Mars, god of war), to decide not whether to
fight, but whom to fight in that particular season
in short, to
open the fighting season. The church tried to reduce the
carnage of feudal warfare through its Peace of God and Truce
of God: the former exempted clergy, women, children, and
peasants from the ravages of warfare; the latter tried to restrict
warfare to certain days of the week. Both Peace and Truce of
God achieved only minimal success.

Here

is

I

love the

idealistic

crusade was the Children’s Crusade,

Eastertide,

which brings forth leaves and

joy to see, drawn up on the field, knights

and

it

delights

me when

and

horses in battle

the scouts scatter people

and

herds in their path; and I love to see them followed by a
great body of men-at-arms and my heart is filled with glad;

when I see strong castles besieged, and
broken and overwhelmed, and the warriors on

ness

about by

fosses, with a line

the stockades
the bank, girt

of strong stakes, interlaced

.

.

.

Maces, swords, helms of different hues, shields that will be
riven and shattered as soon as the fight begins ; and many
vassals struck

the

wounded

down

together;

and

roving at random.

the horses of the

And when

battle

dead and
is

joined,

men

of good lineage think of naught but the breaking
of heads and arms; for it is better to die than to be vanquished and live. I tell you, I find no such savour in food, or
!
in urine, or in sleep, as in hearing the shout "On! On ” from
let all

quickly to

Sicily.

gay

flowers ; and I love the joyous songs of the birds, re-echoing
through the copse. But also I love to see, amidst the
meadows, tents and pavilions spread; and it gives me great

palace in

—

an account from the pen of an anonymous minstrel of

the early twelfth century:

sake;

—
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still

fated venture.

The Sixth Crusade led by the Emperor Frederick II in 1228
was the only other Crusade successful in procuring Jerusalem
for the West. But Frederick employed the nonmilitary means of
diplomacy, and the papacy rewarded this emperor whom it
had earlier excommunicated by excommunicating him again.
Frederick was an intellectual whom other Europeans distrusted
because he hobnobbed with both Greeks and Moslems in his
The most

The West

Hamlin and the hymn “Fairest Lord

of

array;

only the

Innocent remarked that “even the children put

faith.

us to shame.’

—

that the city

at the

ness,

1212. Pope Innocent III had been urging a fresh crusade for
some time but found a sluggish response among political
leaders in Europe. Then in a wave of enormous enthusiasm,

both sides, and the neighing of steeds that have lost their
and the cries of "Help! Help!” ; in seeing men great

riders

and small go down on the grass beyond the fosses in seeing
pennoned stumps of lances still in
;

at last the dead, with the

their sides ( Bloch 1961:193).

Every

civilization has

for

its

people

who

love warfare for

its

own

twentieth-century America, George Patton comes

my

mind. But few are as candid about that predilecHe displays no picture of brave knights

tion as this minstrel.

rescuing damsels in distress

in

Walter Scott manner, but rather

human

nature elevated to become the
for human behavior. In preaching the First Crusade,
Urban II shrewdly captured that bellicosity for the

the raw, ugly side of

norm
Pope

church, calling on the assembled nobles and clerics not to fight
each other Christian brother against Christian brother but

—

—

to fight instead the infidel Turks.

mentality of the West, breaking out in the
all

sweep

of the long

first

of

major move out-

human

history,

only

the West in the nineteenth century finally succeeded in
conquering the rest of the world.
Third and more immediate, the Crusaders had the promise
of religious benefit. In particular, the church promised a full indulgence (the remission of all sins so that the soul passed immediately into heaven without the punishment of purgatory) to

anyone who died in battle. The Christian warrior could gain
heaven by fighting on earth; and if he killed others until he was
completely covered with blood, was he not “red from the
winepress of the Lord”? The assurance of an immediate transit
to heaven in case of death lent a fearsome courage to their
fighting and filled the Moslem warriors with awe.
Fourth, when medieval people asked whether infidels and
pagans rather than the real people of God, the Christians
have the authority to rule, they generally replied negatively.
They quoted Psalm 24:1: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fulness thereof; the world and they that dwell therein.’’ Christians
therefore ought to seize the lands of infidels and pagans. Finally
200 years later Dante answered affirmatively the question of
political authority in the hands of non-Christians. He pointed
out that God had chosen a pagan empire, ancient Rome, for the
birth of Christ, which ought to mean that God did indeed sanc-

—

tify

the rulership of pagans.

Finally, a

new group

of

Moslem

rulers in the

Holy Land, the

Turks, did hinder to a minor degree Latin Christians from going on pilgrimages to the Christian shrines.

Meaning of the Crusades for

Christians

What should the Christian today say about the Crusades?
Where was God in all that mess? What good could God
possibly have wrung from such wretched human material?

A lesson
tion of

God. That
learn

to learn.

how

The Crusades

not to be Christian,

offer us an excellent illustra-

how

not to be the people of

important. Obviously not

is

from history are

positive.

The

all

of the lessons

we

Bible also does not hide or

bury the sordid or the ugly in humanity, in itself one of the
most convincing and persuasive elements about Scripture.
Jacob

is

portrayed

father-in-law

and

in all his rascality,

cheating his prospective

stealing his brother’s inheritance; ultimately

he was blessed by God. David, whose love for both sex and warfare carried him beyond the boundaries of Hebrew ethics, was
also ultimately blessed by God. In the face of persistently sinful
attitudes, sometimes the devout Jew or Christian must simply
wait for God to act. That is what God was telling Habakkuk:

“Write the

vision,

make

it

plain.

.

.

.

Though

it

tarry, wait for

be replaced by justice, but
slowly, in times and manners of God’s own choosing. Of late we
Mennonites have borrowed our Western civilization’s own restlessness; we are impatient, and we want to act for God, quickly.
Judgment of God, or the curse that remains. The Moslems
finally fought back and, some five centuries later, even worked
their way into Europe itself. They frightened the Europeans
and helped to overlay them with a basic pessimism and anxiety
it”

(Hab.

2:3,

4).

Injustice will

early in the sixteenth century.

(Some

of our Anabaptist ances-

prospect of a Turkish-Moslem elimination of the “Christian” princes; they thought that the Turks

tors

found delight

in the

the world.

The Crusades were

the

first

stage or

wave

of that

conquest. But the rest of the world’s people view the West, and
Christianity, as hopelessly militant, advancing by force of arms;
this

Second, the Crusades demonstrate the expansionist
side of Europe. In

might rule better, more humanely, than Christians did.) The
animosity of Moslems towards Christians remains.
By the nineteenth century the West did conquer the rest of

has been an enormous hindrance to Christian evangelism, a

residual curse.

But the greatest curse of

some

ideal

all is

the marriage in the

or other with warfare.

West

of

In the eleventh century

advance Christianity by force of arms. The atwhen the ideal itself changed. At different
times Western civilization might promote Christianity, nationalism, or Marxist or democratic truth
each by means of
warfare. Woodrow Wilson wished to make the world safe for
democracy by means of World War I. This attitude is the
permanent curse on Western civilization. All civilizations in
world history have used warfare to promote political ends, but
few have used warfare to promote an ideal. We stand almost
people

tried to

titude lingered, even

—

alone in this respect.

Some good from what seems

to

be hopelessly

evil. Ulti-

mately, step by step, Latin Christendom was forced to

make

its

peace with the Moslems; sheer military failure compelled them
to do so. Thereby Westerners broke their own cultural isolation.
Europe got peaches and melons, damask (from Damascus) and
muslin (from Moslems), but also algebra and certainly a superior medicine from the Moslems.
In the absence of men off on a Crusade, some women came
forward as dynamic, able rulers. Adele of Blois, who packed her
husband Stephen off on the First Crusade, ruled his ancestral
lands much better than he had done. As the daughter of two
able statespeople, William the Conqueror and Mathilda his
wife, she came by her political skill naturally. Eleanor of
Aquitaine ruled England better than did her son Richard-the-

Lion- Heart, who always loved warfare more than ruling; he
was a leader of the Third Crusade. Mercifully for England’s
sake his return was delayed many months by his capture and
imprisonment in German territory. The twelfth century is
notable for the rise of women, both as rulers and as fresh
recipients of the most ideal forms of love.
The Crusades helped to bring about some fundamental
changes in religious focus. Bernard of Clairvaux saw in the
failure of the Second Crusade the judgment of God for the
awesome pogroms which attended his, and others’, preaching
of it. Jews were robbed, driven from their ancestral homes, and
even killed. Perhaps these events helped to turn Bernard
towards a new view of Jesus not as a righteous but implacable
Judge who determines the eternal destiny of each human on
Judgment Day, but as the giver of love, a love which by itself

—

empowers humans

to

do good.

Francis of Assisi turned knighthood from blood and war

toward the love of everyone and everything, even birds and
He was a knight errant who sought justice through

animals.
love,

not force.

first century of the Crusades witnessed the growth of a
profound mysticism, one which sought God outside the institutional church which promoted warfare against non-Christians.
The mystics found God in inner quiet, through their own capacity to meditate rather than through the church’s reliance on
the sacraments as the singular means of God’s grace. The world
was evil, sin-ridden, and hostile, and this evil had invaded even
the church. So the mystics turned their thoughts toward God
and heaven and wrote some of the most beautiful hymns on
heaven and the afterlife that Christianity has ever produced.

The

Late twentieth-century American Mennonites are too
earthly-minded, too bound by the pragmatic and the material.
25

We

could learn from Bernard and Francis and the Victorines,

Hugh

and Richard.

They encountered the

ing outside that which

longed for that divine
shame.

we apprehend

reality

highest reality exist-

with our senses; they

with an intensity which puts us to

came

the place name, and ultimately family name, Yoder).

Christianizing pagan practices.

If divinity was essentially
power to the pagan mind, then missioners ought to build upon
pagan awe for sacred places and properties and festivals. They
used the site of a pagan temple to build a Christian one, often

Michael the protector. Or they preserved
intact, aspersing them with water to disperse the pagan deities. They strengthened Christianity’s
tendency to turn pagan holy days into Christian festivals:
Christmas, Halloween, All Saints’ Day. In 601 Pope Gregory I
laid out the rudiments of this tactic in a letter which he sent to
missioners in England, suggesting the precedent of God leading
dedicating

In missions we discover another face of medieval Europe
turned toward unbelievers, a face of compassion embodying a
spirit that

was

sacrificial to

on

to focus primarily

the point of

tactic,

after a

martyrdom

itself.

I

want

brief laying of factual

One

Historical scope of medieval missions

were Christianized during the
second and third centuries, the period of the early church. But
those who lived in what is now
the Germanic peoples
Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, and Engencountered Christianity through missioners primarily
land
France,

Spain,

and

Italy

—

—

through the eleventh centuries

of the sixth

— the

Norway and Sweden not until 1200 or
mission movement brought Christianity

valleys of

fartherest

1250. This

to the improbably seventy-five to ninety percent of present-day members of the Mennonite Church. To cite
missioners by name is difficult, since many remain unknown to
us: medieval chroniclers were not numerous or very knowledgeable, and they did not provide us with much information

mediate

lineal ancestors of

about even the most important of the missioners.

Medieval mission

tures?

How

to

Christianity?

More

could they adapt Christianity to pagan cul-

could they

become

all

things to

all

people in order

win some, as Paul wrote to the Corinthians? (1 Cor. 9:22).
Pagan gods equated with power. To all pagans the gods
were essentially power, expressed through autonomous wills
that humans found capricious but which needed to be appeased and propitiated if humans were to survive. Pagans discovered gods in the violent storm which destroyed crops and
homes; in those few plants such as the oak tree, stout enough to
resist destruction and live for centuries; and in the return of life
from death every spring.
So missioners sought to demonstrate that the Christian God
was more powerful than the entire pantheon of pagan deities.
For example, Winfrid (d. 754) brazenly cut down the sacred
oak of Geismar, the fetish of Thor. He notched it only once
with an ax, and a mighty therefore divine wind blew it over
and split it tidily into beams of a proper size to erect a Christian
chapel. The Hessian pagans stood around, cursing into their
beards, but ultimately they were struck dumb by the overwhelming power of this new God who could demolish their
sacred oak with impunity, so the chronicler tells us (Willibald
1904:106). (Geismar is only a few miles distant from villages
where the Gingerichs, Swartzendrubers, Roths, and Benders
lived and intermarried with their Hessian neighbors in a later
century; perhaps a few of their ancestors were at Geismar with
to

—

and
For centuries the medieval
church suffered some of the negative consequences of having
pulled too much paganism into the church. But here the gospel
began its slow, patient work among Germanic peoples, among
whom many of our own ancestors were numbered. The stigma
of Christian warfare dare not, in our minds, stain an entire age.
If some feudal lords lusted for conquest through bloodshed,
other people humbly tried to win unbelievers for the gospel by
word and deed, and some of them gave their lives in that stupendous effort. God still could count faithful witnesses.

pagan

God and humanity:

meant

that

existence of those deities.

God was more powerful

missioners

They had

could

not

than

deny the

to affirm their existence

and also turn them gradually into malevolent spirits, into
demons. Those missioners also turned some saints into protectors against demons: Michael, George, and in central Switzerland, Theodore (who by quirk of pronunciation changes be26

then and

are essentially sinners

who

Probably no people

now

are grateful to

in the history

earnestly to be Christian, or

God

for forgive-

Middle Ages stand tall.
of the church tried more

were capable of more intense

expressions of gratitude for forgiveness, than were the people of
the Middle Ages.

Where then was God at work, even in the early Middle
Ages, that most miserable of times in the history of the West?
He was stooping to human weakness, the normal human condiways and to turn people
and toward the light. That is what he is
always doing, and therein lies hope even for us. May we
respond with joy and thanksgiving to his work among his
tion, trying to reveal his love in fresh

away from

their errors

people.
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Nor

the church in the world” (A Theology of Liberation).

mission of the Church
of political

is

nPenmusT

The

described exclusively in terms

There

liberation.

i

no way

is

Word of God.
America may be underdeveloped

can be

this

squared with the
Latin

but

it

is

economically,

not undeveloped theologically. Reading Alves,

Gutierrez, and the others, one cannot

fail

to be im-

pressed by the quality of their theological thinking. But
our admiration as evangelicals is mixed with sadness and

alarm when we see the deliberate twisting of

biblical

cepts to suit a set of a priori political principles.

con-

It is

sad

does not need to be so. It is not necessary to
omit or deny some important biblical truths in order to
affirm others. We can have the fiery social passion of
Amos and James without having to dismiss the Pauline
because

it

doctrine of justification by

There

is

some

In Defense
Of Missions

faith.

indication that there are leaders in the

who realize the need of theological
In a response to Cardinal Silva of
and
orthodoxy.
balance
Santiago, for example, a committee of them insisted that
their aim was not to deny any aspect of the traditional
Christian faith but simply to elaborate on the political astheology of liberation

pect of

Indeed, they expressed

it.

amazement

LEONARD

T.

WOLCOTT

that the

prelate could have thought differently (see Christians

and

and GutieTrez,
evangelicals will need to be persuaded on this point.
Denial of scriptural truth has found a home in the
Socialism, pp. 49, 59). But reading Alves

theology of liberation.

What

a sad thing

lose

itself

it

would be

should veer from

social justice
in

groups. There

the

movement

for

Christian basis and

quagmire of secular revolutionary

a glorious social vision in the Bible,

is

showing us what human

can and

life

will

be

like. It is

an

of the eschatological hope of Christian

part

integral

this

if

its

salvation. But

it

is

perverse and mistaken to allow even

so important a biblical truth to blot out everything else in

the field of theological vision, suppressing other

mentous concepts— in
millions in the world

mo-

particular, the fact that there are

who need

to hear the

Gospel and

be confronted with Christ.

On

the other hand,

if

it

true that the theology of

all

biblical ideas,

it

is

its

understanding of

also true that

we evangeli-

have often been busy taking the political edge off
them. Neither activity is to be commended. We need to

cals

listen to the witness of the

behalf of a more just and
brilliant

theology of liberation on

humane

social order.

(For a

exposition of an evangelical “theology of libera-

tion,” see Orlando E. Costas, The Church and Its Mission,
Tyndale House, 1974.) Here are Christians wrestling
with important questions that are still quite new to the
rest of us: what is the role of a believer within a system of
legal

oppression?

political

How

should Christians decide between

options in their concern to help needy people?

By means of this encounter God wants to lead us forward
to a fuller grasp of the wholeness of God’s mission in the
world, toward a passionate commitment to shalom that is
not added on to a conception of the Gospel otherwise
complete but is seen to be integral to the Christian mission.

JANUARY

fifty

years

cism goes,

with

In

its first

1976

i

criticizing Christian

is

our major

missions

“Christian

and Westernizes

criti-

interferes

non-Western

not really the right answer.

century, Christianity, with strong rootage in

Judaism, went eastward, and

in

Syrian trappings affected

the culture of Persians and Indians

who became

Chris-

went westward and took on Greco-Roman trappings and for centuries interfered with the cultures of
tian. It

“Greco-Romanized” them at the same time
them with Oriental and Judaic concepts.
No criticism for that, however. An amalgam gradually

that

it

it

injected

took place between the introduced Christianity and the
it brought from the Mediterranean to the
Europe. That amalgam became “Christendom.”

culture

It

is

the

with the

of

Catholic “Counter-Reformation” and

“The Protestant Missionary Enterprise” —
we criticize. What is behind these fifty years of self-

continued
that

rest

modern missionary movement — beginning

Roman
in

criticism in mission?

Many

of the ablest missionaries

in

the earlier years of

modern missionary movement were people who
thoroughly “indigenized.” They adopted the culture of
the

the people to

Gospel

whom

they went and sought to apply the

in that cultural context.

Matteo

Ricci,

Robert de

T. Wolcott is a professor of Church and Christian
World Mission at Scaritt College for Christian Workers in

Leonard

Nashville, Tennessee.

16,

we have been

Why? “Because,”

missions.

cultures.” But that

Europe;
is

liberation puts a political twist into

almost

F

or

He

holds the Ph. D.

from Oxford.
[391]
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.

and John Williams were
Even David Livingstone, who
hoped to open Africa to European commerce as an antidote to slavery, would not practice his Western medicine
among tribal people without consulting and acting on
Robert

Nobili.

foremost but

Morrison,

typical.

whom

the approval of the African witch doctors,

he

treated as colleagues.

when converts needed

Later,

tinuity, missionaries did

fellowship and con-

tend to organize them

known

terns of the churches they had

in their

in pat-

home-

land, just as the early Jewish Christian missionaries in

Greco-Roman world organized

the

the

congrega-

first

on the pattern of the synagogues they had known.

tions

After early

modern missionaries had

established the

first

works of medical, educational, and economic assistance,
new missionaries with special skills were
sent to carry them forward. These later missionaries
were expected, by the very nature of their skills, to bring
to non-Western peoples the advantages of medical, educational, agricultural, and industrial know-how from the
generations of

•

West.

As

early as the beginning of the twentieth century,

mission leaders began to get nervous about the extent of

Westernization and about the relation of mission-

this

Western imperialism. This would have surprised

aries to

non-Western Christians of
benefited

that

period,

for

they

by the Westernized institutions that were

among them.

would

have surprised the
Western imperialists, who generally tried to keep the
missionaries and their movement at arm’s length.
In the meantime, quite regardless of the missionary
presence, Western imperialism, commercial interests,
and technological processes continued to infiltrate the
planted

It

On

East at an increasing rate.

also

the other hand, missionary

scholars were studying with deepening appreciation the
religions of the people to

translating

many

whom

they went.

They were

of their scriptures and were awakening

not only the Western world but also the non-Western

world

itself »o

Edinburgh, though frankly Western

is

Brown asters

a church
church in the West and
a mission field elsewhere. Before the First World War,
mainline denominational mission boards were already
asserting the need for “devolution.” They called for a
winding down of Western leadership and a strengthen-

around the world, and not

our hope, then you are gone:

rattle in the cold black frost;

/

now

in

non-Western leadership.
Between the two world wars, missionary candidates

who presented themselves
Western

If

life

is

could pass, denied

our promise, you have died.

ways

[

392 ]

It

nonwas

that they should be pre-

interpret

to

the Gospel

through

local

cultural

forms.

By the end of the Second World War, in which the
Western world suffered a moral defeat, the self-laceration that marks modern Western civilization had set in.
It was affecting the missionary movement from the
West. Young missionaries went abroad convinced that
the previous generations of missionaries had made the
horrendous mistake of “Westernizing” the Church
abroad and of sadly interfering with the cultural foundations of people everywhere.

Actually, the

new

missionaries did

little

more than

the

old missionaries to change the life-style of the Christians

they served or to reduce the Westernization of their

To

stitution.

some dared

the extent that

to try to

do

in-

so,

they were usually opposed by national Christians for

whom

indigenization

meant compromise with

religious culture they had turned

from and therefore

a
a

loss of Christian identity.

Some

anthropologists (who

owe

a great deal to the

pioneering cultural studies of earlier missionaries such

Abbe

J.

A. Dubois in late eighteenth-

,

early nine-

Missionaries are chastised for

having undermined non-Western cultures and for having alienated peoples from their past. This was partially
It is still true that any person in any culture anywhere who embraces the Christian Gospel thereby ac-

cepts patterns of

life

the practices of his
the West.

It

is

that stand in opposition to

own

culture,

whether

a fact, however, that

if

in

many

of

the East or in

missionaries had

never gone from the Western world, commercial, political, and technological pressures would have changed and

whom
.

and

to protect the people to

they had gone from undesirable culture-changing

forces.

The tides of culture have always been on the move,
more aggressive ones influencing and changing the
more passive forms. And this has happened not only

the

with Christianity
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the

pared to serve under national leaders abroad and to find

to withstand these pressures

The evanescent hope of April ends;
Man needs a Savior when the cold descends.

MARGARET HUDELSON

in

“indigenize.”

to

them

catechetically drilled into

service

for

told

Westernized the cultural milieu of the non-Western
world. It is also a fact that missionaries have often sought

instinct strong as hunger: to endure.

springtime

were

world

true.

winter stark and pure

cannot grasp that

An

just a

ing of

favorite whipping boy.

The beech tree crackles as the wind blows on
Its hollow trunk; it dies; and / am lost
In grieving if the total life of you
Becomes a mulch for probing roots in gray
Wet hours; birth has no meaning for me through
A bitter April, feeding on decay.
Yet even

composition,

was

teenth-century India) have picked the missionary as a

BLACK FROST
springtime

held in 1910 in

in its

called attention to the fact that there

as the

If

the religious heritage of the East.

The World Missionary Conference

in its early

penetration

in to

Europe but

with other religious forces, forces less apologetic than
modern Christianity. It is instructive to look at the In-

CHRISTIANITY TODAY

candidates

Mission

were

interpret

to

accepted the ‘notion’ that they
the Gospel through local culture.

who carried Budhhism into China.
them, like many missionaries of the early days

scenes that are indigenous not to America or Europe but
to the tropical Indian world.

movement, sought

Hindu, and
should be
concerned about indigenization. They should look for a
worldwide Christia nity of which it could be said, as the
second-century letter-writer to Diognetus said, that
Christians everywhere follow the custom of the society
in which they live while at the same time they become
the "sour that holds the world together— citizens but

dian missionaries

Many

of

of the

modern

Christian missionary

indigenous ways of presenting their message, and they
made translations of Buddhist scriptures into Chinese. It

known that China modified Mahayana Buddhism
Chinese forms. Nevertheless, not only Sanskrit terminology but also many forms and influences of Indian
Buddhism have remained fixed forms in the Buddhism
of China, Korea, and Japan until this day. Even though
Hindu cultural imperialism was pushed back from
is

well

into

southeast Asia

many

centuries ago,

minology, Hindu practices and
pockets of Hindu religion

still

Hindu

religious ter-

and even small
remain throughout southfestivals,

Nevertheless,

But indigenization
tians as

an expression of nationalism. Indigenization

who belong

the west of them.

They maintain

speech a
vocabulary modified greatly by the use of Arabic and
Persian terms. And yet with all their Arabized, Perin

their

sianized, religious culture, they are truly Indians

and

have been accepted as such for centuries.
The most successful missionary movements from the
East to the West have been those that have not consciously attempted to indigenize. The missionaries of
Islam have brought to the West the patterns of mosque
and worship that are Arabic in form. Western Muslims
are encouraged to read the Koran in Arabic, the one true
language of Islam.

Many

individual

Hindu missionaries

have garbled their message with Western terms but as a
consequence have been able to influence and affect only
a few intellectuals of the West. The most successful Hindu movement in the modern West has brought over the
worship of Krishna in the forms of the famous Caitanya
revivalist movement of India of several centuries ago.
The converts sing hymns in Hindu, they adopt Indian
clothing, the men shave their heads as do Hindu

orthodox persons

in

India,

literature published in the

the illustrations for their

West

are in the style that has

been popular for several centuries

JANUARY
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in

India depicting

if it is

among

Christians

society while at the

same time

authentic grows spontaneously

sweep out of Arabia into Europe,
into Africa, and into Asia, made no effort at all to indigenize as they converted great masses to their faith.
Most Westerners, for example, when they think of India think of the architectural forms brought out of
Arabia by Arabian Islamic imperialism through Persia
into India. To this day, Indians who are Muslims, descendants of Hindu converts to Islam, attend prayer at
mosques whose basic architectural form comes from
Arabia. They still bury their dead and build mausoleums
in distinct contradiction to the Hindu cultural heritage of
their environment. Their dress is distinct from that of
their Hindu neighbors, but similar to that of Muslims to

is

if it is feigned by
adopted by national Chris-

not authentic

is

foreign missionaries or

that

in their

Buddhist,

past, Christians

aliens, like but unlike their non-Christian neighbors.

east Asia as part of the life of the people.

Muslims,

many

unlike

Muslim missionaries of the

to their

own

they conciously and obviously belong to a worldwide

community of faith.

who

It is

authentic only

practice the indigenous

when

the people

form of Christianity are “in

Christ.”

Our critique of Christian mission must come from the
vantage point of the faith and love we have received and

We

by the biblical articulation of that faith and love.

more carefully at the current of criticism of
past missionary methods flowing both inside and outside
the Church. Our eager acceptance of that criticism, our
need

to look

attempts to adapt mission to contemporary humanist

movements, our readiness

to

withdraw from the mis-

sionary activity of winning disciples to Jesus Christ,

not be motivated by faith and love.

assume

It

is

that Christianity belongs to the West.

difference

posit

to

non-Christian

that

It

is

The

ing criticism and withdrawal
ary loss of confidence

in

which we wrongly identify

An

aggressive

in-

are

religions

necessary for the culture of the non-Western
rapidly secularizing) world.

may

arrogance to

(and

root reason for continu-

is found
Western

in the

contempor-

civilization,

with

Christianity.

missionary

movement

tunately, associated with an aggressive

was,

unfor-

Western

civiliza-

What the Peloponnesian Wars did to the glory that
was Greece the world wars of this century have done to
the glories that were the West. A disintegrating civilization has lost its creativity, has lost faith in itself, and
tion.

turns in frustrated anger at

its

own

heritage.

time for Christians from both East and West to
discover together their unity in Christ and the univerIt

is

of God’s love, without dependence either on the
contemporary West or on the nationalism of the East.
sality

best is not something to represent or to
any human culture. It is rather to influence and transform human culture everywhere.
Christianity at

be

woven

its

into
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THE REFINER’S FIRE

Georgia O’Keeffe:
Visionary in God’s
Wilderness
have picked flowers where I found

I

them—
Have picked up

sea shells

and rocks and

wood where there were sea
and rocks and pieces of wood

pieces of
shells

that I liked

When

l

I found the beautiful white bones
on the desert I picked them up
and took them home too
have used these things to say what
is to me the wideness and wonder
of the world as I live in it.

At eighty-eight the unquestioned
matriarch of modern art in America,
Georgia O’Keeffe presents a unique vision in her painting and drawing— at
once intensely personal and
pressive of the strange and

radically ex-

abstraction often found in Oriental art,
liberated and transformed her sense of

herself as an

artist.

least paint as

I

wanted

“I decided ... to

wanted

when

to

at

and say what

I

painted,” she wrote in
explanation. “I found I could say things
with color and shape that I couldn’t say
to

I

any other way— things that I had no
words for.” (3, p. 22).
In the years during which she
developed her craft with Dow, O’Keeffe
spent four winters on the high plains of
the West Texas Panhandle, discovering
in

in that

barren landscape with

its

fierce

heat and winds and storms a deep source
of inspiration. “It was the only place I

have ever

felt that I really belonged,” she
wrote a friend in 1919. “That was my
country— terrible winds and a wonderful
emptiness.” (1, p. 9).
In 1916, a friend showed some of
O'Keeffe’s drawings to Alfred Stieglitz in
New York. The pioneer American photo-

lively other-

ness of the natural world. Her works

emerge

reminder of how God reveals
himself in the natural order and the sensual world. The towering architectural
forms rising dramatically out of a
mysterious sea in Lightening at Sea, or
the great yellow bolts of energy that
hang, both beautiful and terrible, in an
enormous, bold orange and yellow sky in
From the Plains, are reminiscent of the
Old Testament theophanies when Yahweh addressed his people from the midst
of the burning bush or out of a whirlwind.
Georgia O’Keeffe was born in the
farming community of Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, in 1887. Although she showed
early promise as a painter, she was
largely dissatisfied with her conventional
work until she came under the tutelage
of Arthur Dow in 1914. His emphasis on
the elements of color and line and form
as the essential language of painting, and
his promotion of the styles of clarity and
significant

Cow's

Skull

— Red

White and Blue

icons from a sacred
pilgrimage through an inner landscape of
great emotional range, or as one critic
like

commented, hers

is “an art of psychic
confession, an inner recital of symbolic
language, like the murmur of acolytes.’’
She -stands before nature filled with awe
and wonder, yet “paints the mountains

of

New Mexico

when she
numbers

as

though they answered
and the

spoke.’’ (4, p. 20; the 4

in references to follow desig-

nate the five works listed

at the end of
the article). The painting A Black Bird
With Snow-Covered Red Hills reflects this

marvelous dual quality. As Daniel Catton
Rich has observed, there is about it not
only “the silence of winter” but also a
“suggestion of a personal winter, a personal silence” (2,

p.

23).

Mediated through her powerful vision,
the simple objects of her environmentlarge rocks or common flowers, bleached
bones, a starkly colored gully or the
shadows and shapes of an old adobe
wall— come alive from within. In her

works the very bones live and the stones
cry out. She is a kinswoman to the
Hebrew poets whose art and wisdom fill
the pages of the Old Testament, a twentieth-century anchorite who has been to
the wilderness and returned with a treasChristhe primacy of the
Word and of God’s revelation in Jesus
Christ, O’Keeffe’s work may serve as a
ure.

Especially

tians,

who emphasize
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